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YOUTH EMPOWERMENT
PROGRAMME
Module One- Youth and Local Governance
Abstract

Input: A five- day workshop will familiarise Local Youth Co-ordinators and Local Youth Council
members with the YEP goal, objectives and content. They will be introduced to aspects of
governance, their roles and responsibilities, elections and leadership within the YEP programme.
They will analyse peace and conflict, and develop their understanding of conflict resolution and
mediation. They will discuss unity and its relation to their role, and design an action plan to
implement training and their practice service activity following this module.

Output: Local Youth Co-ordinators and Local Youth Council Members will deliver training or
learning encounters of the content of this programme to others in their community, and use the
information they have learned to conduct Local Youth Council elections and other tasks.
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Instructions for the use of this manual
This manual contains a series of session guides for conducting Module One of the workshop. It is
presented as a tool for trainers and not meant as an obligatory prescription. There are
ways of training and this manual contains only one of many possible approaches .. However, if _
you change the techniaues and tasks make sure you are still fulfilling the aim and objectives
of each session,.

.mrn.y

The session guides in this manual offer a step- by step approach for conducting trainings of one to
three hour's length. Interested trainers are advised to consider the following when preparing
themselves for their workshops.
Session Plans

You will notice that the session plans are divided into seven columns:
1. Stage number. This is to help you easily find your way around the workshop plan.
2. Method- this helps you quickly see the technique used for each stage.
3. Interaction- this shows you what the trainer and participants will be doing at each stage of the
session. It is important that interaction is varied, so that tasks can be conducted in the most
appropriate way, and also by giving participants the chance to work in different ways it
creates interest.
T= Trainer WC= whole class P =participant Grp =group

•
•
•
•
•
•

P =participant working alone, for example, when reading
P-P = pair work
T-WC =trainer talking to the whole class
WC-T = trainer eliciting answers or suggestions from the whole class
Grps = four or five people working together
P-WC = a single participant presenting to the whole class

4. Session Guide and Content. This section contains the instructions for each stage.
5. Expected output- this section highlights what should be achieved by each stage.
6. Materials- this lists the physical materials such as paper, pictures, and handouts necessary
for each stage.
7. Timing- this column describes the amount of time that should be spent on each stage.
Tasks/Activities

In order to train effectively, it is important to keep a few things in mind.
•
•

•

Give instructions clearly, and check them with participants before starting an activity to make sure
they have understood.
Try not to lecture. Short lectures are sometimes necessary, but remember that if you talk for a
long time, participants are passive and will easily forget the information you are giving them.
Lectures are also not a good way to help people understand a subject. It is much better to give
them a task that will engage them in applying or analysing the information.
Keep the pace going; do not spend too long on an activity if it is boring or not very useful.
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•
•

•

•

•

•

•

•
•

Elicit as much information as possible from the participants rather than telling them, you will then
involve them more actively in the learning process.
After discussions it is not necessary to ask every group to present their information every time;
when you are monitoring during the presentation, ask only the best groups. Otherwise it can use
up too much workshop time. To be fair you can make sure everyone gets a chance during the
five- day course.
Make sure all participants attend ALL training sessions. Participants who miss some sessions
may miss important concepts, which will weaken the quality of the workshops they need to
facilitate themselves.
To ensure that participants do not interrupt the session and do not miss any important
information, ask them to put their mobile phones on silent and not to use them during the
workshop. They can make calls if necessary during breaks or lunchtime ONLY.
For discussions, it is best to have participants in groups of four or five. That way plenty of new
ideas can be discussed and everyone will have a chance to speak. Large groups of eight or more
may that some people will not contribute.
It is a good idea to have a review of the previous sessions either at the start of a new one, or at
the beginning of a new day's training. A chance to go over information again helps participants to
retain it better. This can be in the form of a game, or quiz.
A summary at the end of each session is also important. Rather than the trainer summarising, it
is better practice to elicit the content of the session from the participants- then the trainer can
check how much they have learned.
Trainers should make sure they are adequately prepared before each session- they can check
with the preparation form.
Trainers can evaluate themselves on their training performance with the self- evaluation form.
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Youth Empowerment Programme
Timetable for Sessions- Module 1 (Youth and Local Governance)
Training Goal: At the end of this training module participants will have learned about aspects of governance in relation to their role as
Local Youth Co-ordinators/Council Members

Time
8.00- 10.30

Day 1
Session 1
Introduction

10.30-10.45

Tea break

10.45- 12.30

Session 2
Youth & the
community

12:30-1.30

Lunch break

1:30-4:00

Session 3
Voluntarism

Day2
Reflection
Session 4
Understanding
Governance

Day3
Reflection
Session 7
Elections

Day4
Reflection
Session 10
Conflict Analysis
Tools
1. Conflict Mapping

DayS
Reflection
Session 13
Mediation: practice

Session 5
Governance and
Development

Session 8
Conflict Resolution
Part One

Session 11
Conflict Analysis
Tools
2. Positions
Interests and
Needs

Session 14
Unity

Session 6
Service Oriented
Leadership

Session 9
Conflict resolution
Part Two

Session 12
Mediation:
introduction

Session 15
• Review
• Practice service
activity
Action
Planning
•
Evaluation
and
•
Wrap up
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SESSION ONE
Introduction

Participants

Local Youth Co-ordinators, Local Youth Council Members

Aim

By the end of the session participants will have been introduced to
each other and to the programme as a whole.
• Ps will have been introduced to an overview of the YEP
Programme
• Ps will have introduced themselves to each other
• Ps will have agreed on a learner contract together

Objectives

Time available

2 hours 15 mins

Materials

Blank name cards, safety pins, handouts 1 .1 timetable, 1.2, learner
contract, 1.3 overview of YEP

Trainer/ evaluation
notes

UN-HABITAT Youth Empowerment Pr(lgramme
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Stage
1.

2.

3.

Method
Readings
welcome

Interaction
T-Ps

Session Guide & Content
• Workshop ic:; opened by a reading from the
Holy Qu'ran
of welcome to participants
Words
•

Introduction
to
workshop

T-Ps

•

Writing

p

•

•
•
•

4.

Mingle

we

•

UN-HABITAT Youth Empowerment Programme
Module One Youth and Local Governanc1

The trainer greets the ps, states the title and
aims of the workshop
The trainer tells or shows ps the aims of the
session.
(these can be written on the whiteboard
beforehand or on a flipchart)

Exeected output
Participants
welcomed.
Workshop
inaugurated.
Trainer
introduces self,
title and aims of
workshop
explained

Materials
Holy Qu'ran

Time

Whiteboard,
pens,
flipchart

5

5

The trainer distributes blank name cards and
pens
The trainer asks Ps to make a name badge
and put it on- demonstrates first
T helps any of those who need help in writing
their name.

Ps are easily
identifiable by
their names

Blank name
cards, pens

5

The trainer asks participants to get up and
arrange themselves in order of age

Participants start
to get to know
each other

none

5

Session 1 Training Guide
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Stage
5.

~-

7.

Method
Selfintroduction

Interaction
P-WC

Introduction
to
Workshop
timetable

T-WC

Group
discussion

T-WC

WC-T

Grps

Session Guide & Content
• Trainer asks Ps to introduce themselves
according to the following points, written on a
flipchart or whiteboard:
• Name, where from, things you like, things
you don't like.
• Trainer demonstrates by introducing
him/herself first before inviting the Ps to do
so one by one.
• Trainer distributes timetable for Module One
to each P.
Trainer
brietl:. JOes through timetable and
•
clarifies start, break and end times.
• T can clarify any other 'housekeeping' issues
at this point but not related to content of
course, as this comes later.
• T introduces the 'learner contract'. It is helpful
for ;:~ harmonious learning atmosphere if all
can agree on a set of training rules and
expectations on the part of the trainer and
participants. In this way a satisfactory
learning experience can be reached.
T
divides Ps into groups of 5. (a/b)
•
• The trainer puts up a flipchart that features
the learning contract (see HO)
• T asks Ps to come up with a list of common
expectations each group together, with a time
limit of 20 mins.
• What are participants' expectations of the
trainer?
• What are participants' expectations of each
other?
• What are the trainer's expectations of the

UN-HABITAT Youth Empowerment Programme
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Expected output
Ps will have
learned names
and basic
information about
each other

Materials
Flipchart,
white board

Time
15

-~-

Ps will have been
introduced to
timetable

HO
Timetable
1.1

5

Ps will have
discussed and
agreed on a
learning contract
between
themselves and
the trainer.

HO 1.2
learning
contract
Flipchart
learning
contract

45

_j

Stage

Method

Interaction

Feedback

•

•
Discussion

•

Grps

•
•
Active
listening

T-WC

•
•
•

Learner
contract rlip
chart

Ps recall what
they have already
learned about
YEP and a
chance to ask
further questions.

Blank paper,
pens

15

Trainer describes overview of YEP. See
handout.
While trainer is talking, Ps have to note down
answers to any questions they have.
Tell the Ps not to worry too much about
definitions of some of the words at this point
as they will be explored in greater detail a bit
later .

Ps listen to
overview of
programme with
listening task to
focus them

HO 1.3

15

Trainer answers any questions brought up
through discussion of groups that have not
been covered by the listening task.
Close workshop and announce tea break .

Ps have chance
to answer any
questions

None

15

•

--

12.

As above

As feedback, the trainer asks a
representative from each group to give their
suggestions under each heading, while
trainer stands at flipchart and writes.
Trainer combines both groups' suggestions
to have one final chart. All sign at end.
Trainer puts learner contract up in a visible
place in the training room
In groups of 5 (regroup so there is a different
combination from last time) Tasks Ps: What
do you know about the YEP already? Write
down everything you know.
Once Ps have written down what they know,
tell them to write at least 5 questions they
would like to ask about the programme.
T monitors and checks their questions .
-----

---~~-

10.

Materials

-- ------ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

. P-T

•

9.

Tin-.e

Expected output

---

'

f--c:------- - - - - - - - - - -

8.

Session Guide- & Content
participants?

Questions
and
answers

WC-T

•

•
UN-HABITAT Youth Empowerment Programme
Module One Youth and Local Governance
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1.1 Youth Empowerment Programme
Timetable for Sessions- Module 1(Youth and Local Governance)
Training Goal: At the end of this training module participants will have learned about aspects of governance in
relation to their role as Local Youth Co-ordinators/Council Members
Time
8.00- 10.30

Day 1
Session 1
Introduction

Day 2
Reflection
Session 4
Understanding
Governance

Day 3
Reflection
Session 7
Elections

10.30-10.45
10.45-12.30

Day 5
Reflection
Session 13
Mediation: practice

Session 11
Conflict Analysis
Tools
2. Positions
Interests and Needs

Session 14
Unity

Tea break
Session 2
Youth & the
community

Session 5
Governance and
De''elopment

12:30- 1.30
1:30-4:00

Day4
Reflection
Session 10
Conflict Analysis
Tools
1. Conflict Mapping

Session 8
Conflict Resolution
Part One

Lunch break
Session 3
Voluntarism

Session 6
Service Oriented
Leadership

Session 9
Conflict resolution
Part Two

Session 12
Mediation:
introduction

•
•

•
•

UN-HABITAT Youth Empowerment Programme
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Session 15
Review
Practice service
activity
Action Planning
Evaluatic , and
Wrap up

1.2. LEARNING CONTRACT
Participants' Expectations
of the Trainer(s)

Participants' Expectations
of Each Other

I

Signature of Participants & Trainer(s):

UN-HABITAT Youth Empowerment Programme
Module One Youth and Local Governance
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Trainer(s)' Expectations
of Participants

1.3 The Youth Empowerment Programme- a summary
The 'Barnameh Khodsazi Javanan' or Youth Empowerment Programme, is designed
to support the Afghan National Youth Strategy of the Ministry of Culture and Youth. The
YEP is a national programme designed to give a greater representation of youth in the
reconstruction of Afghanistan. Its aim is to empower Afghan girls and boys aged 14-25
and ftrengthen the vouth institutions in Afghanistan. Through the project, young men
and women actively participate in democracy- building, development processes and
contribute to sustainable peace and solidarity in the country. ('Sustainable' means that it
will continue without outside support.)
The programme will run for 18 months as a pilot in the following six provinces; Kabul,
Nangahar, Bamiyan, Balkh, Farah and Kandahar. It has three major themes:
1. Development of a pilot youth and local governance framework integrated with the
National Solidarity Programme (NSP). For this programme it will mean mobilisation and
representation of youth at community, district, provincial and eventually national level. If
successful, this framework will be rolled out to other rural and urban areas of
Afghanistan.
This component consists of:
a) Local Youth Councils set up in ten communities of each of the six provinces,
meeting regularly to manage and plan YEP activities and transfer the training
they receive to other members of the comm1 1nity;
b) Community service consisting of projects designed and managed by the young
men and women involved in the project, focusing on mobilisation activities, local
institution building, social improvement projects and community education;
c) A non-formal civic education course based on youth leadership, life-skills,
governance, and social activities.
2. Strengthening of the Ministry of Culture and Youth. This will be achieved through
training and policy development and support to the National Youth Strategy (NYS) to
serve the needs of the youth of the country and develop sound policies for Afghan girls
and boys.
3. Participatory assessment of the status of Afghan youth in both urban and .rural
areas of the country. This involves a study that examines the situation of young Afghan
men and women in the country. It is participatory because the youth will take part in
delivering the survey as well as contributing towards the results. The assessment will
also establish a database of Youth NGOs/Civil Society Organisations.
The Civic Education course consists of seven modules, each a 5-day workshop followed
by a "Practice Service Activity' in the community to implement what has been learned
during the input. There will be 20 boys and 20 girls from each selected community, from
6 districts all over the country. The seven workshops will be on the following subjects:

UN-HABITAT Youth Empowennent Programme
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Module

Practice Service Activity

1.Youth and Local Governance

Role Definition between
Youth & CDC
Election of Local Youth
Council Officers

Youth & the Community, Voluntarism, Governance,
Elections, Service- Oriented Leadership, Conflictresolution, Peace-Building, Unity
2.Youth Development Planning
Strategic Planning, Consultation, Participation, Social
Inclusion & Gender, Needs Assessment,
Documentation, Self-Initiative

Youth Development Plan
Youth Self-Initiative Projects

3.Youth Fund-Raising
Youth Fund, Resource-Mobilization, Local FundRaising, Partnerships With Community Leaders, Private
Sector & Local NGOs, Accounting

Establishment Youth Fund
Youth Fund-Raising Activities

4. 'Stop and Act' Shows
'Stop and Act', Forum Theatre, Community Education,
Awareness-raising, Strategies, the Arts

Stop & Act Shows, Social
Theatre in Community
Gathering and Schools

5.Youth Project Design
Project Design, Proposal writing, Budgeting, Work Plan

Project Proposals, Project
budgets

G.Youth Project Management
Implementation, Management, Procurement, Monitoring
& Evaluation, Reporting

Managing & monitoring small
projects
Reports to CDC, MCY & UNH

7.Youth Networking.
Consolidating 7 Sharing Learning, Networking,
Federations, Advocacy & Policy, Relations with
Government, External Links- Donors & Aid Agencies

City/District Youth
Committees
Strong Dialogue with MCY

The Modules and Practice Service Activities of the Civic Education Course
The approach of the civic education course is designed to encourage the youth to
participate activity in the training; their ideas, contribution and enthusiasm is essential for
its success.
This combination of education, practice and commun1ty mobilisation will equip the youth
to progress towards the goal of representation in governance and reconstruction of their
country.

UN-HABITAT Youth Empowerment Programme
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SESSION TWO

Youth and the Community
Participants

YEP Provincial Coordinators and Local Youth Coordinators

Session Aim
Learning
Objectives

To discuss the roles and responsibilities of ~outh in relation to society
At the end of this session participants will oe able to:

-

•

•
•

Time
available
Materials
Trainer I
Evaluation
Notes

.

Define the difference between person, role and responsibility
Consider the impact their responsibilities have on society
Consider their roles and responsibilities as a Local Youth Coordinator/Cornmittee member to society

2 hours, 15 minutes
Session plan, cut- up words, handouts 2.1, 2.2, Hadith, Holy Qu'ran
Use this space to write down your experience about what worked well, what
did not work well in this session.

UN-HABITAT Youth Empowerment Programme
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Stage
1

Method
Mingle

'

Interaction
P-P

Session Guide & Content
Warmer- Guess the word (review from this
morning's session)
T writes 10 words (below) on w board. Each P is given
one word on a piece of paper, and writes the definition
in their own words in their notebook. T goes around
and checks that each definition is correct, helping
where necessary.
Words:
Governance
Participatory
Assessment
Mobilisation
Sustainable
Representation
Policy
Strategy
Reconstruction
Life skills
Ps then stand up and walk around the room, giving the
definition of the word to each participant. Each P then
has to guess the word. Ps must talk to all nine other
Ps.

UN-HABITAT Youth Empowerment Programme
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Expected Output
Ps and trainer will
have had the
opportunity to
introduce
information about
themselves

Materials
Notebooks,
pens. 10 words
on paper - cut
up

Time
20

Method

Interaction

Session Guide & Content

Expected Output

Materials

Time

Reading

T-WC

Trainer reads a quotation from the Hadith and the Holy
Qur'an about responsibility.
• Trainer asks participants; what does this mean to you?
• Participants discuss the quotation and what it means .

Participants will have
listened to and
considered the
meaning of the
quotation.

HO 2.1 Hadith

10

Elicit

WC-T

•

Ps will have
considered the
number of different
roles or parts they
play in their everyday
lives

Whiteboard,
pens or flipchart

5

Ps will have
consolidated what is
meant by role and
responsibilities by
coming up with
further examples

Paper

20

•

•
•

Brain·
storm

p

P-P

T elicits difference between 'person .ole' and
'responsibility'
As an example, to explain the difference, T uses
'Mother'. She is a person. What are her roles? Try to
elicit the foilowing: e.g. My Mother is a cook, parent,
wife, cleaner, carer, etc.
Let's take 'cook' as a role. What are the
responsibilities? Try to elicit the following:
Decide what healthy things to make for dinner that
your family like, go shopping, buy food, store food,
prepare food, serve food to the family

Trainer tells participants:
• "Brainstorm the roles you play as a person in your
everyday life e.g, cook, cleaner, babysitter, student,
worker, boss, breadwinner, mother, farmer, teacher
etc'
Now trainer tells Ps
• Now compare with your partner. How many did you
have that were the same? How many that were
different?"

UN-HABITAT Youth Empowerment Programme
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Stage

Method

Interaction

Session Guide & Content

Expected Output

Materials

Time

4

Discussion

P-P

Trainer tells Ps:
• Together with your partner can you think of the
responsibilities of each role.
What
positive impact can come about as a result of
•
your responsibilities?
• What will happen to other people if you don't do
these things?
T monitors and looks for interesting or notable roles.
As feedback, T asks a few random people to describe
one of their roles and the resulting responsibilities. (4
or 5 are enough otherwise it will be boring for the
others.)

Ps will have
considered the
responsibilities that
come with each
role and how they
affect others

Paper

30

T says:

Ps will have a
chance to
consolidate their
understanding of
their roles and
responsibilities in
layers of society.

Whiteboard,
flipchart

30

P-WC

~~

Brainstorming

Making
poster

T-WC

"We will now look at your responsibilities relating to
your life. Also think of responsibilities relating to your
position as a local Youth Co-ordinator. Can you think
of the ways it may relate to yourself, your family,
community, district, province, country and globally?"
T elicits a few ideas from Ps to get them started; try to
elicit things like responsibility to family (e.g. help your
parents, look after younger brothers and sisters, tutor
for cousins in maths, etc). Responsibility as a LYC at
community level- representation of youth, the positive
impact it can have on a community, etc.
T divides class into groups of 5 again (different
groups).

UN-HABITAT Youth Empowerment Programme
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H02.2

Stage

Method

Interaction

Session Guide & Content

Expected Output

Materials

Time

Ps will have
presented their
choices of roles
and responsibilities
to relate it to the

Poster

15

Trainer

None

5

Using the 7 layers/steps HO 2.2 as a guide, draw~
poster describing the responsibilities of youth.
responsibilities to self
2"d - responsibilities to family
3rd - responsibilities to community
4th - responsibilities to district
5th - responsibilities to province
sth - responsibilities to country
7th - responsibilities globally
1st-

Ps can spend time on this and make an attractive
poster
T can walk around and monitor, giving suggestions
and help where necessary.
6

Presentat ion

P-WC

•
•
•

7.

Q&A

T-WC

•

T can ask Ps to display posters on wall of
classroom
Each group chooses one person to present their
group's poster and ideas.
T makes comments on each group's ideas,
praises Ps,
Trainer answers any questions, closes workshop.
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2.1 Quotations from the Holy Book concerning responsibility

~)I ~I 0-- ~4 jy:.l
u-:J.ll ..sj .).;JIJ ~IJ ~IJ u-:J.ll..s~J \..j~l 0,!.lll_,l14J ~ "'-!lfi.~'iJ ~IJ¥-IJ
.I.J.# '1\:i:....o
0-- ~ 'i ~I ul ~'--:11 ..:.5J.. L..J ~I LJ.!IJ y.i..;J4 ~UIJ y.i..;JI)..;JIJ

utS

Worship your God and do not make any company to him. Do good for your parents,
and orphans, and poor people and your near and far neighbors and strangers and
those of whom you are the owner. Definitely the High God does not like those who
are proud and boastful. (Holy Qur'an, 51h part, Nessa)
J_;........y.J .J.\I.)c ti.J ..silii"L..'i\.9 .~.J L;c J_;..... pJS.J ti.J pJS. 'XI ~I J_,.....J Jl.! o~y. u-:1 L;c
.4...ic. ~_;...... ~J lp.Jj ~ JA.I L;c ~I.J ~lyJIJ .4...ic. JY.....Y.J ~ JA.I.)c ti.J J.;...)l\.9 .~.) L;c

.~

0i:i.. .~.J L;c

J_;..... pJS.J ti.J ~'XI .4...ic. Jy....o y\J o~ JL.. .)c ti.J J;..)I¥-J.

It is narrated by Abo Horaiara that the prophet said: Be aware that you are all
responsible for your deeds and subjects, as a bishop is responsible for his followers,
a man for his family, a woman for all family members and the home of her husband
as a shepherd is responsible for keeping the properties of his lord. So be aware that
each one of you is like a shepherd and responsible for your subjects. (Hadith)
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2.2 Roles & Responsibilities of a Local Youth Council Member
Can you look at the following areas relating to your life and decide what your roles &
responsibilities are to each?

CommunitY
"·(va·uth,YEP,~

CDGs,.elders etc

family

District

&

(other youth orgs,
communication
etc)

0

UN-HABITAT Youth Empowerment Programme
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SESSION 3
Voluntarism
Participants

Aim

Objectives

Time
Available
Materials
Trainer I
Evaluation
Notes

Provincial Coordinators, Local Youth Coordinators

To explore the concept of volunteerism so that the L YCs analyse the positive
effects in local youth community empowerment

At the end of this session, participants will be able to
• Describe what volunteerism means to them
• Explain the benefits of volunteerism to themselves and society
• Analyse their role as youth volunteers in their community
2 hours 5 minutes
Handout 3.1, quotations from the Hadith and the Qu'ran, handout 3.2, Types of
voluntarism
Use this space to write down your experience about what worked well, what did
not work well in this session.
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Method

Interaction

Session Guide & Content

1.

Presentation

T-WC

The trainer announces the objectives of the session.

2.

Lecturette

T-WC

3.

Group
Discussion

Stage

T-WC
WC-T

Expected Output

Time

None

5

The trainer explains:
Participants will have
"Voluntarism is not charity, but it is enabling people been briefed on the
through education and motivation. We should dream term 'voluntarism'
of a new world order which is based on justice and
humanism, where people are self- disciplined with
out the need for policing them and voluntarism is one
of the sure methods of achieving this aim."

None

10

·:·

Participants will h;we
read and discussed
the quotation and its
meaning

HO 3.1

Participants will have
defined voluntarism
in general

None

Next the trainer distributes handout 3. 1
(quotations from the holy Qu'ran and Hadith) and
review them together with participants. The trainer
invites questions and opens the space for further
discussion.

Objectives provided

Materials

---

15

Note: After reading each quotation, the trainer asks
the participants the following questions:
"Did you understand the meaning of this quotation?
Do you want to add other similar quotations or
comments on voluntarism?"

4.

Elicitation

T-WC
WC-T

UN-HABITAT Youth Empowerment Programme
Module One Youth and Local Governance

•!• The trainer asks the participants: "What do we
mean by voluntarism?' Try to elicit from
participants something similar to 'the willingness
of people to work on the behalf of others without
the expectation of pay or other tangible gain'
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5

.· .. stage

•. Method

5.

Brainstorm

..

Interaction

T-WC
P-P

P-T

6.

Matching

T-WC

Grps
(4/5)

7.

Discussion

Grps

UN-HABITAT Youth Empowerment Programme
Module One Youth and Local Governance
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Expected Output

•!• Next, the trainer asks participants "Can you think
of situations in your everyday life where you act
as a volunteer; e.g. helping your parents,
chopping wood for your elderly relatives, helping
to tutor younger children for free etc."
•!• Trainer asks participants to discuss in pairs the
different ways in which they volunteer and to
compare them- do they have any the same, any
different?
•!• T elicits some examples of informal volunteerism
at random from the participants.
•!• The trainer asks Ps to look at handout # 3.2
'Different types of voluntarism'
•!• The trainer asks participants 'Look at the type of
voluntarism and the examples. Working with your
partner, can you match them correctly?'
•!• The trainer gives participants a few minutes to
discuss in groups and match them correctly, then
checks the answers together as a class.
•!• The trainer then tells participants: "There are
many things that can be learned from
volunteering, and many benefits that can be
gained for both the individual and society. In
your groups, can you think of these benefits?"
•!• Trainer tries to elicit general benefits e.g. saving
public money, gaining work experience and
improving job prospects, creating trust and
solidarity within the community etc
•!• Trainer gives participants about 10 minutes to
discuss, then does feedback as whole class

Ps will have
considered how they
already volunteer in
their everyday lives

None

10

Participants will have
been introduced to
different aspects of
voluntarism

Handout#
3.2

10

Participants will
discussed and
compared different
types of voluntarism
and their benefits

Handout#
3.2

15
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Materials

Time

stage> :,'f':Method

Interaction

Session Guide & Content

Expected Output

Materials

Time

8.

Discussion

Grps

•!• The trainer says: "In your role as Local youth Coordinator/Local Youth Council member, you will
be taking part in different kinds of voluntarism.
Look at the different types of voluntarism and
discuss in your groups how the various roles of
the L YC will involve volunteering, and the
benefits to both society and to themselves."
•!• The trainer puts participants into groups of 4 or 5
and asks them to come up with a list of
volunteering activities the LYCs will be doing,
and what benefits can be gained from this.
Trainer tells participants to be ready to present
their points to the rest of the group after the
discussion.

Participants will have
analysed the various
benefits of
voluntarism

None

30

9.

Presentation

P-WC

Participants will have
shared their ideas
with the rest of the
group

None

20

10.

Summary

T-WC
P-T

•!• The trainer now asks a representative from each
group to present their group's conclusions to the
rest of the class
The
trainer asks each group to make a note of
·:·
any points they did not consider themselves
Before ending the session, the trainer then takes 5
minutes to summarize the most important issues
during this session and answers any questions.

Participants have
reviewed this
session's key issues.

None

5
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3.1 Quotations from the Holy Qur'an Concerning Voluntarism

They ask (Oh Mohammed) what they should spend. Say: Whatever ye
spend that is good, is for parents and kindred and orphans and those
in want and for wayfarers. And whatever ye do that is good, (Allah)
knoweth it well. 2:215

0 ye who believe! Give of the good things which ye have (honourably)
earned, and of the fruits of the earth which We have produced for you,
and do not even aim at getting anything which is bad, in order that out
of it ye may give away something, when ye yourselves would not
receive it except with closed eyes. And know that Allah is Free of all
wants, and worthy of all praise. 2:267

UN-HABITAT Youth Empowerment Programme
MoC:ule One Youth and Local Governance
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3.2 Types of Voluntarism

Read the types.-of voluntarism ,.and see if you can match them to the,
definition/example.
A. Volunteers working and talking together, finding ways to help themselves and then
going on to help others. E.g. with drug problerrs in youth; recovered drug users can talk
to their peers about their experiences and ways to recover.

B. This is the most common form of volunteering. It includes every day informal 'help' for
others in our neighbourhood or community, and is part of daily life. E.g. clearing up
rubbish in the street near our house

C. People move outside formal politics to campaign for or against a single issue e.g.
demonstrating on the streets against the war in Iraq. This form of voluntarism can be
used for both positive and negative means.

D. People serving society or a country in generaL There are many good examples of this
from all over the world; e.g. In Sri Lanka, young people helped to clear the debris caused
by the tsunami; in Australia, young people worked as volunteer lifeguards, in
Afghanistan : young people help with reforestation projects by planting trees.

E. Young people serve the public by sitting on government boards or committees as
unpaid members or as unpaid elected councilors or representatives.

1. Philanthropy

l

(Service- givi.ng)

2. Mutual aid,
self- help and
peer- support

4. Activism,
advocacy, and
campaigning

UN-HABITAT Youth Empowerment Programme
Module One Youth and Local Governance

3. Public-service
volunteering

5. Informal
volunteering
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SESSION 4

Understanding Governance
Participants

YEP Provincial Coordinators and Local Youth Coordinators

Session Aim . To describe governance necessary for community development in
Afghanistan
Learning
Objectives

Time
available
Materials
Trainer I
Evaluation
Notes

At the end of this session participants will be able to:
• Define the term governance
• Describe the three dimensions of governance
• Identify the principles of good governance
2 hours 5 m ins
Handouts 4.1, 4.2, (1 cut into 3 parts, I part for each group, plus individual
copies for each participant) 4.3
Use this space to write down your experience about what worked well, what
did not work well in this session.

I
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Stage

Method

Session Guide & Content

Interaction

1

Presentation

T-WC

).- The trainer announces the learning
objectives of this session.

2.

Competition

T-WC

).~

~

~

1.
2.
3.

4.
5.
6.

7.
8.

9.
10.

The trainer reviews yesterday's 3
sessions with a short team quiz
Divides class into two teams.
Teams must not shout answer but put up
their hands. Trainer chooses first person
to answer. Correct answer= 1 point for the
team.
Questions:
What were the titles of the three sessions
yesterday?
Please explain what is meant by
'sustainability'.
Tell me what the purpose is of a practice
service activity.
Give two benefits of voluntarism
What are life skills?
Name two responsibilities of an LYC
member to his/her community
How many modules are there?
What is the difference between 'role' and
responsibility
What is the name given to the most
common form of volunteering?
What are the main goals of YEP?

··-
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Expected Output

Materials

Time

Objectives
announced

None

10

Participants will
have reviewed
the previous day

None

15

--

Stage

2

Method

Pair work

Interaction

T-WC

P-P

3.

Discussion/
comparison

Grps

UN-HABITAT Youth Empowerment Programme
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Expected Output

Materials

);- The trainer says: "The first thing in knowing
any topic or concept is to define that
topic; thus, before we go to many details
about governance, we should agree on
the definition of governance."
);- Next the trainer asks participants to get
together with their partners, talk about the
term "Governance" and write down their
definition. If they are having problems, help
them with suggestions like "How is the
country managed politically, socially and
economically?" After they finish their pair
work, the trainer asks them to read their
definitions out loud to the whole class.
>- Next, the trainer distributes hand out #4.1
(Governance definitions) to participants
and reads the definitions together with
them.
>- Trainer asks Ps to compare their definition
with the given one. What are the
similarities? Differences?

Participants will
have defined
"Governance"
properly

Hand out
#4.1
(Governance
Definitions
)

The trainer explains:
>"Now that you know the meaning of
governance, it is time to know about the three
dimensions of governance which are Political
Governance, Economic Governance and
Social Governance"
>- The trainer divides participants into 3

Participants will
have analyzed
the three
dimensions of
governance and
consolidated the

Session 4 Training Guide
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Time

20

.

Hand out
#4.2
(Three
Dimension
s of
Govern an
ce)

45

-

Stage

Method

Interaction

Session Guide & Content

Expected output

Materials

groups; 1=political, 2=economic, 3= social

information by
explaining it to
each other

cut into 3,
plus
individual
copies for
each
participant

);>

);>

);>

);>

);>

4.

Discussion

T-WC

Grps

UN-HABITAT Youth Empowerment Programme
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Next the trainer distributes hand out# 4.2
(Three Dimensions of Governance), cut
up, with the relevant section given to each
group.
The groups read the handout information
and together clarify anything they did not
know. (15 mins)
The trainer now regroups them so that they
are in new groups, each containing
representatives from the 3 groups.
The group participants now take it in turns
to explain the type of governance they
just read about to the others in the group,
and answer any questions about it they
may have.
Now give the participants a copy of the
full handout and answer any questions
that they still have.

Participants will
The trainer tells the participants:
" Now we have discussed the three
have analyzed
dimensions of governance, we will take a look the principles of
at the principles of good governance in
good governance
in relation to the
relation to the YEP Programme".
YEP programme
> The trainer distributes handout 4.3.
> The trainer checks that the participants
understand the meaning of each of these
words.
);>
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Hand out
4.3
(The
Principles
of Good
Govern an
ce).

Time,

30

Stage

Method

Interaction

Session Guide & Content

Expected output

Materials

Participants have
reviewed this
session's key
issues.

None

Time

The trainer puts participants into small
groups and together they try to think of an
example from the YEP Programme for each
principle.
>- Feedback together as a class
);;-

5.

Summary

T-WC

UN-HABITAT Youth Empowerment Programme
Module One Youth and Local Governance

Before ending the session, the trainer then
takes 5 minutes to summarize the most
important issues discussed during this
session, and to answer any questions.
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5

4.1 Governance: Some definitions
The economic, political and administrative management of a country, af all levels, is
termed governance.
Governance allows citizens and groups to talk about their interests, exercise their legal
rights, meet their obligations and mediate their differences.
Gov.e.-rnance involves the citizens ; state and private. sector to establish the system of
values, policies and institutions by which a society is managed. Economic, political and
social affairs are managed through interactions between the state, civil society and
private sector.

State's role

Interaction
relationships
Roles, Capacities

Civil society's
role

UN HABITAT Youth Empowerment Programme
Module One Youth and Local Governance

Private sector's
role
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4.2. Three Dimensions of Governance

I. Political Governance:
Political Governance is regulations, human rights, laws, policies and social structures
in pursuit of justice, order, welfare and protection of the environment.
Policies and laws are agreed on and carried out by many institutions: the legislature,
judiciary, executive branch of government, political parties, private sector, interest
groups, and the large variety of civil society organizations.
Political governance provides the organisation necessary for economic and social
governance.

II. Economic Governance:
The framework for national and international economic activities is termed as economic
governance. This governance consists of the mix of policies, processes, and
organisational mechanisms society uses to manage the production and distribution of
goods and services.
The institutions and organisations that carry out these functions include private
businesses and corporations, the informal sector (small unregistered businesses), stateowned firms, local authorities, public-private joint ventures and many organisations of
civil society.
This provides the economic foundation for social and political governance.

Ill. Social Governance:
The set of norms, values and beliefs that guides a society's decision making and
behaviour is called social governance.
These underlying values and beliefs are formulated and promoted by culture, religions,
families, schools, media, art, advertising, entertainment, sport, and a vast array of civil
society organisations, through local-global dialogue.
This provides the value base for political and economic governance.
Governance is a neutral concept. It may or may not lead to human development.
Governance is broader thar government!

UN HABITAT Youth Empowennent Programme
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4.3. Principles of Good Governance
Look at the following principles of good governance and their definitions. Look at the
example, and if you can add one other example where this principle may take place in
YEP activities.

1.Participation
= individuals or groups actively taking part in a governmental process.
Example: As a result of the Youth Empowerment programme there will be district level
federations established in 6 provinces of Afghanistan.

2. Pluralism
=different ethnic, religious or political groups existing or working together.
Example: In all6 provinces, in all Local Youth Councils, there will be a mixture of
different ethnic groups represented.

3. Transparency
=systems and processes of governance being visible and publicly documented.
Example: All council meeting minutes will be reported and available for all interested
parties.

4. Accountability
= activities of the group are responsible and can be justified.
Example: Evidence of impact and achievements of the LYC's projects after Modules
Five and Six will be presented to the Ministry of Culture and Youth.

5. Rule of law
=an authorized principle guiding behaviour or action.
Example: All elections of Council Officers must be made with 60% of members voting,
for the election to be valid.

UN-HABITAT Youth Empowerment Programme
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6 .Effectiveness
=caL.sing the desired or intended result.
Example: All Local Youth Council Members must pass on their training to at least ten
other representatives from their cluster.
7.Efficiency
=achieving the desired or intended result without wasted time, energy, money or
effort
Example: Local Youth Council activities will take place without form of payment.

a. Responsiveness
=reacting quickly and positively to a suggestion or planned course of action
Example: The Local Youth Council members should be prepared to conduct their
Practice Service Activity promptly after each module.
9.Sustainability
=to make a process or system continue to exist or function
Example: The Local Youth Councils in each province will continue to function and even
grow after the programme has finished.
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SESSIONS
Governance and Development
Participants

-=-sess10n
• A1m
•

YEP Provincial Coordinators and Local Youth Coordinators

To describe governance necessary for youth community development in
Afghanistan

Learning
Objectives

At the end of this session participants will be able to:
• Explain how governance relates to development
• Describe the role of governance and development in the Youth
Empowerment Program

Time
available
Materials

I hour 55 mins

Trainer I
Evaluation
Notes

Flipchart, handouts 5.1, 5.2, 5.3
Use this space to write down your experience about what worked well, what did not
work well in this session.
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Stage

Method

Interaction

1

Presentation

T-WC

2

Lecturette

T-WC

3

Elicit

WC-T

4

Self -study

p

Session Guide & Content

Expected Output

The trainer announces the learning objectives of this
session.
The trainer explains:
" Now that you know what governance is, what the three
dimensions of governance are and the principles of
good governance, it is time to understand how
governance relate to development as well as the role of
governance in the Youth Empowerment Program"
> The trainer asks participants to think of the concept
of development, and elicits some ideas from the
participants about what this concept means.
> The trainer writes down their ideas.
> After that the trainer distributes hand out 5.1
(Development and Governance). The trainer reviews
the handout together with the participants, invites
questions and provides clarifications.

Objectives
announced
Participants will
have been
reminded about the
what they have
learned in the
previous session
Participants will
have discusseJ
the connection
between
"governance" and
"development"

>

Participants will
have analyzed the
role of governance
in YEP

>

Next the trainer distributes handout# 5.2
(Governance in the YEP Youth Councils) to
participants and asks them to read it silently for 10
minutes
Then the trainer invites questions and provides
clarifications.

~j_
UN-HABITAT Youth Empowerment Programme
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Materials
None

10

None

5

Hand out
# 5.1.
(Develop
ment and
Governan
ce).

35

Handout#
5.2
(Governan
ceinthe
YEP
Youth
Councils)

30

..
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Time

Stage
5

6

Method

Interaction

Comprehension
questions

P-P

Summary

T-WC

Expected Output

Trainer puts participants into pairs and distributes
handout 5.3' comprehension questions'.
~ Participants work in pairs to discuss and complete
the questions together.
~ The trainer then puts two pairs together in a group of
four so they can peer- check.
~ Trainer does a final check with WC to resolve any
problems
Before ending the session, the trainer then takes 5
minutes to summarize the most important issues
attended during this session, with participants.

Participants will have
consolidated their
knowledge of the
input on development
and governance

Handout
5.3

30

Participants have
reviewed this
session's key issues.

None

5

~
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Materials

•Time

Session Guide & Content

5.1 Development and Governance
Development and Governance
Development is a planned change process for moving from the existing, unfavourable
situation to a more favourable and humane situation. The management of this change
process is termed governance.
Governance has two important pillars of leadership and management. Leadership
provides vision, and the inspiration for others to work towards achieving this dream.

Management is the knowledge and skill for planning, organising, directing and
monitoring processes to ensure the dreams turn into realities.
To lead others in action; to manage those actions; knowledge, skills, attitudes and
behaviour need to be developed. This can be achieved through education and training,
which are an essential part of development.

Planning
• Goals
• People
• Budget
• Work plan

Monitoring

Results
Feedback

Organisation
• Who will do what?

Implementation
• Activities
• Management
• Communications

The process of development and governance
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5.2. Governance in the YEP Youth Councils
Governance in the communities is built on the two pillars of service-oriented
leadership and principle-based management, carried out by the Local Youth Council.
Leadership
Service-oriented leadership is inspired by the Islamic values of the equality of all

human beings before God and the responsibility towards fellow human beings given by
Him to those who occupy positions of trust and authority within society. Through these
values, the leadership becomes the servant of the community and therefore the LYC
wins the support and approval of the community.
Interaction with community and CDC

All LYC members must engage the members of their community and the CDCs, to
consult, collaborate and participate in the planning, implementation, and evaluation of
the community's development.
In order to achieve community participation, the LYC leadership must develop both
communication and rapport building skills, so that every member of the community

feels involved and consulted in problem solving and decision making processes and that
their views have been justly considered.

Management

The principles on which the management of the community development should be
based are participation, transparency and accountability
Management is the mobilization, development and use of resources (materials,
equipment, labour, finance, information and training) to generate a service or product
that is desired by the community.
To achieve principle-based management it is essential to:

-<

Ensure community participation during the youth development planning, project

planning, project implementation, project monitoring, and operation and maintenance
processes;

-<

Ensure transparency in the procurement of the materials, equipment, labour and

information
<;{

Achieve accountability through careful records and reports on all activities related

to the LYCs
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Tools
It is necessary for the LYC to develop and master different processes and tools to
understand and manage the youth community development activities.

Election
An important tool of governance within the councils is the process and act of the election
of the four official local youth council officers. These officials are chosen through the will
of the councils, and the secret ballot allows the expression of the true wishes of the
community members.

Youth Development Plan
The Youth Development Plan (YDP), which will be initiated after Module Two, will be the
result of consultation and discussion between Local Youth Council members, the CDC
and the members of the community about their problems, needs, wishes, resources and
aspirations. For the YDP, attention is focussed on the resources available to the youth
council: physical, financial, material, skills and knowledge; and the problems that the
community experiences.

L YC Meetings
The monthly meetings allow the LYC to prepare and organise the work necessary for the
development of the community, whether this is in terms of planning (YDP and Project
planning), decision making or project implementation, project monitoring and project
impact assessments. These meetings must be well prepared and the meeting quality
and documentation should be an opportunity for the capacity building (improving
professional skills) of the LYC, and tools for transparency and accountability in
reporting to the community.

CDC/Community Meetings
After the monthly LYC meetings, the council members must meet with community
members from their cluster. This is an opportunity for communication and consultation
with the opportunity for 'learning encounters' from the civic education modules.

The

monthly community meetings should be announced in advance with a clear date and
agenda.
All meetings should incorporate these three elements:
1. Devotion; where verses from the Holy Qur'an, Hadith and poems are recited to
remind members of their commitment to God and one another, the Islamic
validity of their meeting and to inspire discussion and debate.
2. Consultation; where all should be allowed to contribute their perspective and a
clear decision has been reached on how to proceed.
3. Socialisation; based on the situation cultural activities such as plays, recitation,
debate and discussion should be encouraged.
UN-HABITAT Youth Empowerment Programme
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5.3 Comprehension questions about governance and development in the Local
Youth Councils
With your partner, work together to try and answer these questions.

1. What is the difference between leadership and management?

2. Why do we need good leadership and management for development to occur?

3. Why is it important for the community members and the CDCs to be informed
and involved in the L YC activities?

4. What are the tools of youth community development?

5. When will the Youth Development Plan be initiated?

6. How often will the L YC meetings be held?

7. What will happen in the community/cluster meetings?

8. What three elements should be part of all meetings?
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SESSION 6
Service Oriented Leadership
Participants

Local Youth Coordinators, Local Youth Council Members

Aim

To describe the leadership qualities necessary for community development in·
Afghanistan.
·

Objectives

At
•
•
•

the end of this session, particip::mts will be able to
Explain the difference between Ego centric and service- Oriented Leaders
Explain the characteristics of service-oriented leaders
Explain the new leadership skills learned as a result of the civic education
programme

Time
Available
Materials

2 hours

Trainer I
Evaluation
Notes

Use this space to write down your experience about what worked well, what did
not work well in this session.

Holy Qur'an, Hadith, handouts 6.1, 6.2 ,6.3, 6.4
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Stage

Method

Interaction

Session Guide & Content

Expected Output

Materials.··.

Time

1.

Game

we

Warmer and review from the previous workshop'hangman'
• Trainer divides class into two teams
• Trainer writes spaces for the word on the board
but does not say the word e.g.
'transparency'
____________
•
• The teams take it in turns to guess any letters in
the word. The trainer writes these in if they
appear in the word
• If the letters said by the teams do not appear in
the word, the trainer begins to build a 'hangman's
noose.
As
soon as they are ready to guess the word,
•
and it is their turn, they can guess.
• The team who does not guess the word, is
'hung', or if both teams do not guess the word,
they are both 'hung'

Participants will
have reviewed
some key
concepts form the
previous two
workshops on
governance

None

10

2.

Lecturette

T-WC

Trainer announces the aim and objectives of the
session

Participants will
have been
introduced to the
aim and
objectives of the
session

Flipchart/wh
iteboard

5

3.

Reading

WC-T

•

Participants will
have learned to
distinguish

HO 6.1

15
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The trainer distributes handout 6.1 (Egocentric
and Service-Oriented Leadership) The trainer
explains asks participants to look at the diagram
and to consider what this means to them.
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--

'

Stage

Method

Interaction

Session Guide & Content

Expected Output

•

between
Egocentric and
Service Oriented
Leadership

Trainer elicits comments from trainees about it
and concludes:

'One of the most destructive things a leader can do
is to focus on their own interests instead of the
interests of the people. They have a very big ego
and prefer their own glory and well- being to the
glory and well- being of the people. It is therefore
important that we work towards leadership that
benefits the youth rather than only the leaders
themselves'
4.

Reading/listen
ing

T-WC

•
•
•
•
•

5.

Discussion

Grps

UN-HABITAT Youth Empowerment Programme
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•
•

Materials

Time

Trainer distributes Handout 6.2 (Citations from
the Holy Qu'ran about the importance of SelfTransformation and Service-Orientedness) The
trainer then asks:
What is the meaning of this quote?
What does this quote teach us?
In terms of our responsibility as a YEP Local
Youth Co-ordinator or Local Youth Council
member, what does this quote try to tell us?
The trainer can deal with any questions at this
point.

Participants will
have read and
considered
service- oriented
leadership in
relationship to ti 1e
Qur'an and the
Hadith

Handout 6.2

10

The Trainer divides Ps into groups of 4 or 5
The trainer asks grps to discuss and write down
two lists; a list of constructive (service
oriented) leadership qualities and skills
necessary for the reconstruction of Afghanistan
through youth empowerment, and a list of

Participants will
have discussed
the positive and
negative types of
leadership in
relation· to the

Flipchart
paper,

45
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Stage

6.

Method

Interaction

Session Guide & Content

Expected Output

Grp-WC

destructive leadership characteristics. Participants
should be able to explain the positive and negative
impacts of each on the project and on Afghanistan in
general.
• After discussion, each group should present their
Ideas to the rest of the class.

roles of a youth
leader.

•

The trainer distributes Handout 6.3 (Cartoon of
Service Oriented Leader)
The trainer opens the discussion by saying:
'What Afghanistan needs is leaders who put the
people's interests above their own interests!
Do you think Afghanistan is capable of producing
such leaders?"

The trainer asks participants to think of the
principles and duties of a service oriented leader
during the YEP Programme.
The trainer asks them to think of the 7 modules
and the practice service activities when they
consider their new skills or capacities as leaders
Next the trainer distributes Handout 6. 4 (the
Service Oriented Local Youth Co-ordinator).
Participants compare their ideas to the handout.
Were they the same? Different?

Discussion
WC-T

•
•

7.

Brainstorm

Grps

•

•
•
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Materials

Time

Participants
discuss the
relevance and
implications of
service- oriented
leadership to the
country as a
whole

Handout 6.3

10

Participants will
have discussed
the principles of
service oriented
leadership and
the skills/
capacities
developed as a
result of this
programme

Handout 6.4

25

6.1. EGO-CENTRIC & SERVICE-ORIENTED LEADERSHIP
The Egocentric Leader

The Service-Oriented Leader

1\

PEOPLE

EGO

l
PEOPLE
SERVICE
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6.2.

CITATIONS FROM THE HOLY QUR'AN ABOUT THE IMPORTANCE

OF SELF-TRANSFORMATION
& SERVICE-ORIENTEDNESS

Verily, never will Allah change the condition of a people, until they
change what is in themselves.
SuraRad(lO), Verse 11.

Translation
Help ye one another in righteousness and piety, but help ye not one
another in sin and rancour.
Sura AI Maida (5), Verse 2
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6.3 CARTOON OF THE SERVICE-ORIENTED YEP LEADER
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6.4 The Service-Oriented Local Youth Council Member

Has the
capacity to
participate
knowledgeably
in the LYC
elections
(Module One)

Has the
capacity to
contribute to
the Youth
Development
plan and Youth
self- inititative
projects
(Module Two)

I . Seeks the common good
2. Seeks personal as well as social transformation.
3. Seeks 'truth' independently
4 Consistently practices in her or his daily life what he or she independently
has come to believe to be right or true.
5 Seeks knowledge & inspiration from different sources.
6 Believes in the essential goodness ofthe human being.
7

8
9

Has the capacity to
establish a Youth
fund and set up
Youth fund raising
activities
(Module Three)

UN-HABITAT Youth Empowerment Programme
Module One Youth and Local Governance

Has the capacity to
participate in and
deliver training on
Stop and Act
theatre
(Module Four)

Has the capacity
to design and
write project
proposals and
project budgets
(Module Five)

Has the
capacity to
establish
/network with
city/district
youth
committees
and enter into
dialogue with
MCY
(Module
seven)

Has the
capacity to
manag-. and
monitor small
projects
(Module Six)
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SESSION7
Electing Local Youth Council Officials
Participants
Session Aim

YEP Provincial Coordinators and Loc.al Youth Coordinators
To appreciate how each LYC Official is going to be elected.

Learning
Objectives

At the end of this session participants will be able to:
• Distinguish between different elections systems currently practiced in
Afghan communities
• Organize a secret-ballot election process free of campaigning or
electioneering characteristics.
• Describe how to elect L YC Officials
• Describe the responsibility of each L YC official

Time
available
Materials

2 hours

Trainer I
Evaluation
Notes

Use this space to write down your experience about what worked well, what
did not work well in this session.

Flipchart, handouts 7.1, 72, 7.3, 7.4, 7.5,7.6
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---:-(

~

Interaction .

T-WC

);>

on

2

Lecturette &
Discussion

T-WC

WC-T

~

---l
~
~
_ J
___f
Session Guide & Content ·
The trainer announces the learning objectives of
this session .

The trainer explains:
"There are different election procedures being
used in the world. It is important that youth in
communities are able to appreciate and reflect
critically about the advantages and disadvantages
of each of these procedures, in order to identify
capable leaders who will lead Afghanistan in the
future.
Next, the trainer presents the following Hadith to
participants:

Mfitef'ials ·

Time

Objectives
announced

None

10

Participants have
discussed the link
between election
systems and
positive/negative
leadership

"Quote about
Governance"

10

The trainer asks participants:
"What does this quote try to tell us?"
"How does this quote relate to YEP elections in
your council?"
The trainer explains:
The person you elect as an L YC Official must be
truthful and faithful servant to the interest of youth .
Those elected will not receive any benefits or
rewards but are expected to work for the
promotion of the social-economic interests of
youth of his I her council.

UN-HABITAT Youth Empowerment Programme
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' ~Lct~e
- - n IVI~thOu
~
3

Elicit

lnt~ractio~
T-WC

WC-T

-

l

--1

--!

~ession

~

~

Guide & Content

-----f

__j

The trainer distributes Hc;:mdout 7.1 ("Strengths
and Weaknesses of Different Election Systems") .
Reviewing the handout together with the
participants, the trainer explains the strengths and
weaknesses of each election system .
The trainer asks:
"Do you know about other strengths and
weaknesses not mentioned in the handout?"
"Do you know of other election systems not
mentioned on the handout?"
The trainer notes down the comments of the
participants, invites questions and provides
clarifications.
);;>

--.~ . ~
- --r ---- ~
Expected Output

l

Participants have
discussed the
advantages and
disadvantages of
different election
systems.

Handout 7.1 .
"Strengths
and
Weaknesses
of Different
Election
Systems"

,....._.

4

Lecturette

T-WC

);;>

The trainer explains:
"The Youth Empowerment Program (YEP) prefers
(considering the strengths of this method of
election) that communities should elect their Local
Youth Committee Officials by using the election
model where electioneering and campaigning are
not permitted."

Participants have
been informed that
YEP policy requires
use of the "Elections
without Campaigning
Model"

None

5

Reading

T-WC

);;>

Next, the trainer explains :
"The election is secret, witho ut candidates, and
without campaigning. "
The trainer distributes Handout 7.2. (Election
Principles and key guidelines) and handout 7.3
(Guidelines for Elections of Development Council
Officers), and reviews the content together with
the Participants.

Participants have
reviewed the steps to
be taken when
electing LYC
Officials

Handout
7.2/7.3.
"Guidelines
for the
elections of
LYC
Officials"

p

L_
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{

r

.Time

Materials

20

·s

10

Stage

Method

6

Lecturette,
Small
Group
Work

T-WC

Expected 'Output

Session Guide & Content

Interaction
)>

T-WC

The trai·ner announces the learning activ~ties to
take place in this session:
"The best way to learn how to organize and
facilitate the "election without candidates" process
is to simulate an election. In this session,
participants will have the opportunity to
Simulate the preparation of an election.
0
Simulate the facilitation and execution of an
0
election.
Next, the trainer distributes to each participant a
copy of Handout 7.4. and 7.5., which contains
instructions how to prepare an election process,
and an example of a registration sheet. The trainer
reviews Handouts 7.4. and 7.5. step-by-step with
the participants, to make sure that each participant
fully understands the sequence of steps to be
carried out and the responsibilities of each official
position. Afterwards, the trainer distributes
Handout #7 .6. ("Blank Voting List") and instructs
participants to carry out the following assignment
presented on flipchart:

Participants have
simulated the
preparation of a LYC
election process.

Grps
~

UN-HABITAT Youth Empowerment Programme
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(Note: The trainer should go around to check
whether the groups have a good start, and
provide more clarifications if necessary. The
trainer should make sure that groups correctly
complete their assignment, as there will be no
group presentations).
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..

Time

Materials ·

.....

Flipchart
"Group
Assignment"

60

Handout 7.4.
"Responsibilit
ies of Council
Officers"
In addition,
each group
needs to
have access
to
• Ballot
Paper
• Scissors
1 Stamp
• Citation
from Holy
Qur'an
" Voting Box

Il

..

Handouts

1.5. & 7.6

•

"Example
of Voting
List"
• "Blank
Voting List

I

-

__]

---1

---1
-----1
---I
Session Guide & Content

lnteractio~

[

__j

__] _

__ _ : _ ______,_(_

Expected Output

_

_____,rf _ _ _.,. ___.. .;f:....-,

Materials

Time

· FLIPCHART .
·-. . ..
_ ."r(ti'~p~;,w~~~fgflfil e~f·'···~~•
In order to work effectively, eaqh_gr,ql1p rriqs{ficst
;,
select a Youth Coordinator who"Wiltthen 'dele{fate
. responsibilities (as odt{ined in Ha,i1doU.t 7.3) . .
1
~c • ·Prepare~ an,election using the voting list (see
<·5
Handouts 7. q & 7. 9.). ..
-· · ~.
•
The counpil is the grpup itself (i.e. al(group, members ·.
are
coLiifcilme.tr.be'r$).
·
-. ·,
. . . , . .
.t,
! •
For
tlie
sake
ol(his
exercise,
elect
only
the minirnum .. :
i
of f?u;;·~ yc offigers'
'•
' : ,
·J;,~
;- ·
)'
Oncil(hf group has prepared its eleqtions, itm.ust ,.1>~
elect its:I,Yc officers .
.
,.
·· :
,.: , '
' .·. · ···.'· .
. . · . .·
.

.

<'' ',

''·

,

'

'

, '

'

,. ' ' '

• ; ,

,

,.

(Time availe1bly fqr_
.the _preparafi9!1 ofJ,he eleG~ign:~. ~0
·
, minute$; fO'r' execufioh':,.of electiO'ri and cquhting-o(votes:
30 minutes).
., ·
'

'

'

'

'

'

,'

7

8

Lecturette

Questions
& answers

T-WC

WC- T

>-

The trainer explains:
"Once youth are aware of the election systems,
advantages and disadvantages of each of these
system and guidelines and procedures the local
youth coordinator/provincial coordinator assists
them in electing their committee officials."
The trainer asks:
"Do you understand everything? Do you have
questions?"
The trainer provides clarifications, if necessary.
Before ending the session , the trainer takes 5
minutes to summarize the most important issues
attended during this session .
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Participants have
studied and
discussed the job
descriptions of
council officers.

None

10

Participants have
reviewed this
session's key issues.

None

5
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r
I.

2.

OPTIONS FOR ELECTING YOUTH COUNCIL O F FICIALS
Elections through Nontinations
Process
a) Elders propose candidates. to the council. After the nomination, people can
choose to vote for the nominees, or not.

Election based on Election Campaigns and Pre-Selected Candidates
f ro cess
a) Opening prayer.
b) Candidates interested to be elected explain and advocate to council
members why the council should give them their vote of trust.
c) Next, council members write on a ballot sheet the name of one or several
candidates they would like to see serving on the local youth council.
d) Votes are being deposited in an election box.
e) Tellers will count the votes and announce the result.
f) Closing prayer.

t

e-

LECTION SYSTEMS
STRENGTHS

WEAKNESSES

• Council benefits from the
wisdom and experience of its
elders.
• It is a customary process
many people are familiar
with.

•

• The elections are secret so
nobody knows about the
content of another person's
vote.
• Council members can listen
to what candidates have to
say prior to voting for them .

• It requires wealth

•
•

•
•
•

Nominations are often biased and may
create hostilities amongst council
members
Council members cannot vote for
people of their choice.
Some members are appointed against
the i-r wish.
in order to be able to
afford becoming a candidate during
election campaigns
Candidates with money or power can
buy votes, or bribe people to sell their
votes.
Candidates may talk bad about other
candidates, ther~by dividing the
council.
Candidates may be forced to make
promises they later cannot keep .

3. Elections wit/tout Election Cantpaigns and without Pre-Selected Cwulitlates
Process
a) Opening prayer.
b) Council members agree on a list ofcharacter qualities and capacities which
mernbers voted unto the local youth council should possess.
c) Nobody has the right to propose or speak on behalf of a certain candidate,
including him- or herself
d) Before (;OUncil members vote, a section from the Holy Qur 'dn will be read to
inspire the election, and to underline the importance of this event.
e) After the reading has ended, council members search in their heart for the
names (?f"the members whose persona/lives best match the characteristics
and qualities listed by the council.
f) Votes are being deposited in an election box.
g) Tellers will count the votes and announce the results.
h) Closin~? pray er
UN-HABITAT Youth Empowerment Programme
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• The independence of the
decision of the voters is ve ry
much respected and
protected as nobody has the
permission to influence
others on how to vote.
• Voters are requested to make
their voting decision based
solely on the character and
the capabilities of a person,
rather than the propaganda of
political candidates.
• Everyone above 21 can be
elected, not j ust candidates.
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•
•

It is a less-known process, which
requires some practice and training in
order to function well.
It requires initially the support of a
well-skilled and trusted Provinci~l
Coo.rdinator who is not always
available.

7.2. ELECTION PRINCIPLES AND KEY GUIDELINES

1. Eligibility Criteria
• Both girls and boys (14-25 years old) are eligible to be LYC Officials
2. Voter Registration
• Boys and girls : name, age , hobby, and/or marital status and
signature
3. Local Youth Council
• Four officers for each sub-committee are elected, and an Executive
Coordination Committee is established
• The Executive Coordination Committee is comprised of four members
(Chairperson or Voice Chair, Secretary and Treasurer.)
4. Voting Process
• One person one vote
• Secret ballot
• No pre selected candidates or electioneering
5. Counting of Votes
• At least 60% of all eligible voters must vote for the election to be valid.
7.3 GUIDELINES FOR ELECTIONS OF DEVELOPMENT COUNCIL OFFICERS
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•

•

•

•

Opening Prayer.
Briefly present or review role descriptions of Local Youth Committee Officers to
be elected.
Appoint an election coordinator.
Appoint two tellers whose responsibility it will be to count the votes.
Remind council members that the election of council officers will take place as
"Election without Candidate" principles .
Distribute empty ballot sheets.
Voting firstly for the Council Chairperson, ask participants (i.e. youth ) to write on
their empty ballot sheet the name of the council member whose capabilities and
character qualities make him/her most appropriate for occupying the office of the
Council Chairperson. (Count the votes and announce result before proceeding).
Voting secondly for the Council Vice-Chairperson, ask participants (i.e. youth) to
write on their empty ballot sheet the name of the council member whose
capabilities and character qualities make him/her most appropriate for occupying
the office of the Council Vice-Chairperson. (Count the votes and announce result
before proceeding).
Voting thirdly for the Council Secretary, ask participants (i.e. youth) to write on
their empty ballot sheet the name of the council member whose capabilities and
character qualities make him/her most appropriate for occupying the office of the
Council Secretary. (Count the votes and announce result before proceeding).
Voting fourthly for the Council Treasurer, ask participants (i.e. youth) to write on
their empty ballot sheet the name of the council member whose capabilities and
character qualities make him/her most appropriate for occupying the office of the
Council Treasurer.
At the end of the elections, the Council Chairperson asks the Council Secretary
to prepare a report- in writing - about the outcome of the council officer
elections. The Council Secretary will file one copy of the report, and post a
second copy at the public notice board.
Closing Prayer.
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7.4 Responsibilities of Council Officers

1. Chairperson and Vice -Chair
The Chairperson facilitates the council meeting. The council member elected as
Chairperson must have the capacity to facilitate and observe group decision-making
processes. The Chairperson is the "servant" of the group. S/he helps the group to run
meetings that produce good outcomes. The Chairperson must have integrity, and enjoy
the trust and respect of the group members in order to effectively facilitate group
decision-making processes. They must supervise and ensure day-to-day administration
procedure of the LYC.

2. Youth Council Secretary
The Council Secretary documents and notes the decisions made during council
meetings. The secretary elected should be a person who is reliable, who has good
writing and reading skills, and who is capable to presenting reports to the Council. Both
women or men can be elected secretary of the Local Youth Council. The Secretary must
record minutes from each Council meeting according to the agreed format.

3.

Youth Council Treasurer

The council treasurer manages the council fund. The treasurer elect should be a person
who is trustworthy, reliable, and familiar with accounting procedures. However, if a
council member is elected treasurer who does not have accounting skills, it is still
possible to appoint competent treasurer assistants outside the council who then report to
the council treasurer.
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7.5 EXAMPLE OF A VOTING LIST

) District (

Name

No
1.

Father's
Name

fi,.d~ II~

) Province (~J

Age

~

2.

~

3.

{t(

4.

I!

5.

~~

11

6.

j..1

7.

lr

8.

rr

9.

18

10.

L5

11.

11-

12.

It(

13.

1.,1

14.

11

15.

u

16.

/8

Elections Committee:

Name:

(#""/;u{ ) Name: (AJ gttJk'r )Name: ( tV~,.~-
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)

7.6 Blank votinq List
Council (

) District (

) Province (

Signature of Voter
(if Vote has been Cast).
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.

6.
7.
8.

9.
10.

11.

12.
13.
14.

15.
16.

Elections Committee:
Name: ( _ _ _ _ _ )Name: ( _ _ _ _ _ _ ) Name: ( _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ )
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Session 8
What is Peace, What is Conflict?
Participants

Provincial Coordinators, Local Youth Coordinators

Aim

To analyze their understanding of conflict resolution issues in the Afghan
context

Objectives

At the
•
•
•

Time
Available
Materials

2 hours 30 mins

Trainer I
Evaluation
Notes

Use this space to write down your experience about what worked well, what did
not work well in this session.

end of this session, participants will be able to
Discuss and reflect on peace.
Discuss and reflect on conflict (different kinds and causes of conflict)
Distinguish between conflict and violence

Flipchart, Handouts 8.1, 8.2
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Session Guide & Content

Stage

Method

Interaction

1

Presentation

T-WC

The trainer announces the objectives of the session.

Objectives provided

None

5

2

Brain-storming

T-WC

y
The trainer asks:
"What comes to your mind when you hear the word
peace?"
"What comes immediately into your mind when you hear
the word conflict?"

Participants get to
know associations
regarding peace and
conflict of each other.

Flipchart
Board Marker

15

WC-T

y

Participants will have
elicited the definitions
from the quotations
of Hand out# 8.1
(Quotations on
Peace and Conflict)

Hand out# 8.1
(Quotations on
Peace and Conflict)

45

y

3

Discussion

p

Expected Output

Materials

Next the trainer notes the thoughts without special
order or priority on flipchart. The trainer repeats the
brainstorming and follows the same procedure about
conflict too.
Next the trainer hang participants' thoughts in a
visible place in the training room

lmporlant note! Participants tend towards the view that
conflicts only have negative aspects while peace is
almost always positively referred to.
y Next the trainer distributes hand out# 8.1 (Quotations
on Peace and Conflict) and review them together with
participants.
y The trainer invites questions and opens the space for
further discussion.

Note: After reading each quotation, the trainer asks the
participants the following questions:
"Did you understand the meaning of this quotation?
Do you want to add other similar quotations on peace and
conflict?"
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Stage

Method

Grps

4

Session Guide & Content

Interaction

Lecturette

Expected Output

;....

Next the trainer asks participants to break up into
groups and elicit the definitions of Peace and Conflict
from these quotations.

;....

The trainer explains:
"There are different causes of conflicts. It is
important that you are aware of these causes. These
causes can be categorized as under:
Relationship -based Conflict (caused by strong
emotions, misperceptions of stereotypes)
Interest- based Conflicts (caused by actual or
presumed competition over real interests.)
Value -based Conflicts (caused by religious
differences, different ways of life, different criteria for
assessing ideas and patterns of behavior.)
Data- based Conflicts (caused by lack of
information, misinformation, different views on what
is relevant, different interpretation of data, and
different assessment procedures)
Conflicts- Cased on Socio-Physical Tensions
(caused by destructive pattern of behavior or
interactions, unequal control, ownership or
distribution of resources, unequal power or authority,
geographical, environmental or physical factors that
hinder cooe_eration and time constraints)"

>
>
;....

>
;....

;....

Materials

Participants will have
analyzed different
kinds of conflicts and
their causes.
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Flipchart

Time

15

Stage

Method

Session Guide & Content

Interaction

Expected Output
..

5

Group
Discussion

T-WC

~
~

WC-T

Next the trainer explains:
"Conflicts often have different levels. Some of
these levels are visible, but a majority remains
invisible for the insider as well as outsiders. For
resolving conflicts, these invisible factors bear a
special importance."

Materials

•·.

:;

j:j]; :1~T:~~~~'
15

Participants will have
analyzed the visible
and hidden causes
of conflict

Hand out # 8.2
(Levels of Conflict)

Participants will have
noted the difference
between violence
and conflicts

None

30

Participants will have
compared their
findings about
violence

None

20

I

~

6

Elicitation

WC-T

Grps

7

Elicitation

WC-T

Next the trainer distributes hand out# 8.2 (Levels
of Conflict) to participants.
).>
The trainer reviews the hand out together with
participants.
~
The trainer invites questions and opens the
space for further discussion.
> The trainer asks participants:
> "What is the difference between conflict and
violence?"
).>
Next the trainer writes down the ideas of participants
on the flipchart without special order or priority. Next
the trainer repeats what the participants said in
response to the question.
> Next the trainer gives a short input on the types of
violence (armed, physical, psychological, structural,
cultural)
> Next the trainer asks participants to draw an image
of violence. Each participant explains their image
and explains the forms of violence.
).> The trainer asks:
"Why do people resort to violence in conflict"
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Method

Stage

Interaction

Session Guide & Content

>,.
\·

8

Summary

L

Materials

Expected Output

The trainer writes down the results of the discussion
on the flipchart.

I

Next, the trainer asks participants to look at their
initial definitions and see if they would like to bring
some changes.
Before ending the session, the trainer then takes 5
minutes to summarize the most important issues
attended during this session.

Participants have
reviewed this
session's key issues.
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None

5

(}.1. Quotations on Peace and Conflict
8.1.1 Hadith
(~ yl_: (..$_)~)
~<SlY. <\S: ~I ~I.J.J ~I w~ jl

~j.i <\S ~~~ yl ~ d (0"")
Ji ~ 4 .J ~ ).J-'-'l ~Y ~ <S':ll: (0"") ~ w~ ~ J..fJ.JY. ~~ ~1.&1~
<S.J ~~I ~I~ (.JT ~ ~ ~).J (0"") _};IA'y:; ~.J . .lll9.J <S.J ~j.i ~_?. L.JI.JY jl
~y <.5~ <\S I~~ a _)~I jl <.5~.)-Q r~ ~~I w ~y <.5~ jl ~
~~ ~~.&I~ r~ jl (.S. ,...,.;. .7, ~~ .J~ ~~ _; <.5~ jl _; o~~ (0"") _};IA'y:; w~
.J .~.i:i....)...;..y, ~ ~ LJ~ <S.J~.JA ~ ~b r~~ I_) (..$_)~1 ~ o.l.al ~ ~
.J~ ...S)..:lA ~~CHI <\S o~.J 04 ~<SlY.. ~~_»a~~ .J w~ 'Y.J7 4 I.J ~.l.aA
. ~I o~ Jj\j t~Y' ~ .bl:J)

~(h==============================~~_gg
'

l

'

t

~-cr================================~
Peacemaking
(Siwlzi Buklzari)

Narrated By Anas: It was said to the Prophet "Would that you see Abdullah bin Ubai." So, the Prophet
went to him, riding a donkey, and the Muslims accompanied him, walking on salty barren land. When the
Prophet reached 'Abdullah bin Ubai. the latter said, "Keep away from me! By Allah, the bad smell of your
donkey has harmed me." On that an Ansari man said (to 'Abdullah), "By Allah! The smell of the donkey of
Allah's Apostle is better than your smell." On that a man from Abdullah's tribe got angry for Abdullah's
sake, and the two men abused each other which caused the friends of the two men get angry and the two
groups started fighting with sticks, shoes and hands. We were informed that the following Divine Verse
was revealed (in this concern): "And if two groups of Believers fall to fighting then make Peace between
them."
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8.1.2.Hadith
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Peacemaking
(Shahi Bukhari)
Narrated By Al-Basri: By Allah, Al-Hasan bin Ali led large battalions like mountains against Muawiya.
Amar bin Al-As said (to Muawiya), "! surely see battalions which will not tum back before killing their
opponents." Muawiya who was really the best of the two men said to him, "0 'Amr! If these killed those
and those killed these, who would be left with me for the jobs of the public, who would be left with me for
their women, who would be left with me for their children?" Then Muawiya sent two Quraishi men from
the tribe of' Abd-i-Shams called 'Abdur Rahman bin Sumura and Abdullah bin 'Amir bin Kuraiz to AlHasan saying to them, "Go to this man (i.e. Al-Hasan) and negotiate peace with him and talk and appeal to
him. "So, they went to Al-Hasan and talked and appealed to him to accept peace. Al-Hasan said, "We, the
offspring of 'Abdul Muttalib, have got wealth and people have indulged in killing and corruption (and
money only will appease them)." They said to Al-Hasan, "Muawiya offers you so and so, and appeals to
you and entreats you to accept peace." Al-Hasan said to them, "But who will responsible for what you have
said?" They said. "We will be responsible for it." So, what-ever Al-Hasan asked they said, "We will
responsible for it for you." So Al-Hasan concludes a peace treaty with Muawiya. Al-Hasan (Al-Basri) said:
"!heard Abu Bakr saying, 'I saw Allah's Apostle on the pulpit and Al-Hasan bin 'Ali was by his said. The
Prophet was looking once at the people and once at Al-Hasan bin 'Ali saying, 'This son of mine is a

:.~ ~'· , noble) rn>d m•y All•h m•ke peooe benmn two big !l'OUP" ofMu,lim" thwugh him. "
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8.1.3 Hadith
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Peacemaking
(Shahi Bukhari)

Narrated by Urn Kulsum hint Uqba: That she heard Allah's
Apostle saying, "He who makes peace between the people by inventing good information
or saying good things, is not a liar. "
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8.1.4. Peace

Peace

"A culture of peace consists of values
attitudes, behavior and ways of life based on
nonviolence and respect for the
fundamental rights of freedoms of every
person. In a culture of peace, power grows
not from the barrel of a gun but from
participation, dialogue and cooperation."

(Extracted from David Adams (ed.), UNESCO and a culture of
peace: Promoting a global movement, Paris, 1995
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8.2. Levels of C onflict
If you are searching for the interests and needs of conflict parties , you may find
out that the current conflict you are working on is based un another-sometimes
older and deeper-conflict which has different causes. Sometimes the current
conflict has escalated only because older and deeper conflicts have not been
addressed. Solving the current conflict is often only possible if you pay also
attention to the other (often older and invisible) conflicts as weJI.
The following figure shows how causes of conflict can lay hidden beneath the
surface of a visible conflict.

Conflict matters
Visible Conflict

• •• •• •• • • • • • • • • • •• •• • • •• •

••••••••••••• ••••••

Dividing line is
often not very
clear .

Feelings

Hidden Causes
of Conflicts
(often invisible)

Intrapersonel Conflicts

Information

I

Values

Relationship Problems
Interests/Needs

Misunderstan dings/Communication Problems

Do you know other invisible conflict issues?
);;>
);;>
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SESSION 9
Reflecting on your own Conflict Behavior and Stress
Participants

Provincial Coordinators, Local Youth Coordinators, Local
Youth Council Members

Aim

Objectives

To describe different conflict behavior and stress so that
they can analyze their own conflict behavior as well as
stress forms.
At the end of this session, participants will be able to :
>- describe different conflict behaviors
>- define healthy and unhealthy stress reactions
>- list different stress coping strategies

Time Available

1 hour 35 mins

Materials

Flipchart, handouts 9.1, 9.2, 9.3, 9.4, 9.5

Trainer I
Evaluation Notes

Use this space to write down your experience about what
worked well, what did not work well in this session.
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Session Guide & Content

Stage

Method

Interaction

1

Speech

T-WC

;;... The trainer announces the learning objectives of
this session.

Objectives provided

None

2

Lecturette

T-WC

;;... The trainer explains:
"Every person has another reactive behavior in
conflict situations. Your reactive behavior also
depends on your different commitment to relations
and I or to conflict issues."
);- The trainer distributes hand out 9.1. (The
Questionnaire) to participants. The trainer reviews
the hand out together with participants, invites
questions and provides clarifications.
> Next the trainer asks participants to fill out the
questionnaire.
Note: (The questionnaire could contain several
sheets such as: Fight forms, responding to aggressive
behavior, good listener checklist and how one
responds to conflict, upgrading behavior. The
questionnaire is considered as a form for self
analyzing; thus it is not necessary to collect the forms
but initiate a discussion on the different sheets.)
> The trainer spreads out stress photos on the
ground and asks the participants to go around and
choose photos by which they feel affected.
> Then the trainer asks the participants:
Why have you chosen this photo?
Why do you feel affected by this photo?
What do you fee/looking at this photo and why do
you feel/ike that?

Participants have
fill out the
questionnaire on
different patterns of
reactive behavior.

Hand out
9.1. (The
0Jestionna
ire)

30

Participants have
been unconsciously
faced with positive
and negative stress
factors.

Stress
Photos
handout
9.2

20

p
Reading
and writing

3

Discussion

P-WC
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Expected Output

Materials

Time
5

Stage

Method

Interaction

Session Guide & Content

Expected Output

Materials

Time

4

Brainstorming

WC-T

);- The Trainer initiates brainstorming and asks:
What do you think is stress?
In what kind of situations do you feel stress?
Note! Participants tend towards the view, that stress
only has negative aspects; positive aspects are often
not discovered. So, the trainer asks, after
brainstorming is finished, for comments on positive
stress.
While brainstorming the trainer only collects ideas on
a flipchart, no assessing, and no discussion!

Participants will
have considered
the meaning of
both positive and
negative stress

None

5

5

Reading,
questions
and
answers

WC-T
T-WC

Participants have
understood stress
as a body reaction.

Hand outs
9.3. (The
Healthy
Stress
Reactions),
9.4.
(Unhealthy
Stress
Reactions)

30
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Next, the trainer distributes hand outs 9.3. (The
Healthy Stress Reactions) 9.4. (The Unhealthy
Stress Reactions) one after another.
The trainer reviews the handouts together with
participants, invites questions and provides
clarifications.
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-

Stage

Method

Interaction

6

Discussion

Grps

Session Guide & Content
}-

).-

>7

Summary

T-WC

WC-T
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The trainer hands out 9.5. (Strategies for Coping
with Stress) to participants
Trainer asks participants to look at the various
ways of coping with stress and to discuss which
ones they use/would like to use, and to think of
any others to add to the list
Trainer asks participants to share any interesting
comments with the class
Before ending the session, the trainer then takes 5
minutes to summarize the most important issues
attended during this session.
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Expected Output

Participants will
have considered
different ways of
coping with stress

Participants have
reviewed this
session's key
issues.

l

Materials

Time

Handout
9.5.
(Strategies
for Coping
with
Stress)

15

None

--=-5

9.1 Nonviolent conimunication

Communication
(verbal and non verbal)
affects feelings;
positively as w ei.! as
negatively.

What kind of feelings do you have if somebody:
> Orders you: Stop it!

>>>>>

Threatens yo u: If you don't stop immediately, then .. .
Commands you: You are not allowed to do that!
Accuses you: All the time you are coming only for food!
Judges you: All the time you are misbehaving!
Interrogates you : Where you have been last evening?

Ma ke a list !
Feelings while listening:
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9.2. Stress Photos
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9.3. The Fiealthy Stress Rea ction
Stress is an emergency reaction (of your mind and bocy) to situations which you
assess as a danger or challenge.
Str~ss belongs to every day's life. The figure below shows a healthy stress
reaction:

Stress Stimulus
Tautness
(Sympathikus)

Normal

Relaxation
(Vagus)

A healthy stress reaction has three phases:

Ill. Phase of
Recreation
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9.4. The Unhealthy Stress l{eaction

L

The figure below shows an unhealthy stress reaction. Compared with a healthy
stress reaction your mind and body don't have time to relax. No time for relaxation
means that stress is accumulating. Accumulated stress is hard to cope with and
may lead to serious physical and psychological (mental) damage.

l
l ·

Stressor 3

Stressor2

Stressor 1

Tautness
(Sympathikus)

.,..__

Normal

I

L-

Relaxation I
(Vagus)

L

l
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11.1. Positions- Interests- Needs
(PIN)
'fhe Onion

Position: point of view you take in front of others, and which you want to

push through.
- Positions are upheld, attacked and defended. The fronts of conflict are
hardening until it comes to an escalation.-

Behind the position are interests: interests describe your hope and wish to

•

.
/

.

-.~.~~~

L

.

~~\~~:~ ': 1
/ ··

gain something from a certain situation.
- Interests show what you really want.-

Hidden behind interests you will find needs: needs are of material as well as
of emot10nal nature.
-Needs means : you really desperately want to have something, because it is

necessary for your survival.-
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11.2. The Story of Wahid and Wadud
Wahid and Wadud are neighbors in a small, hidden village. Wahid owns a piece of land,
and Wadud a small herd of goats. Some time ago, a sort of quarrel started between
Wahid and Wadud. Wadud's goats have to pass Wahid's land to reach the well and
Wahid thinks that the goats of Wadud destroy his carefully constructed water channels.
One evening, Wahid decides to wait for the arrival of Wadud and his goats at the well.
Wadud arrives, and Wahid shouts at Wadud: "Your goats destroy every day my water
channels! You have to lead your herd to another well!"
Wadud replies angrily: "My goats don't destroy your channels, and for sure I won't go to
another well! This well belongs to everybody!"
In this manner Wahid and Wadud shout at each other for a while. Neither Wahid nor
Wadud listen to each other, or try to understand what the anger of the other is really
about.
Then an old man comes out of his house, close to that well. He is wondering what is
going on here. The old man asks Wahid to explain his anger and Wahid answers: "Every
morning when I go to work on my fields I see that the water channels are destroyed. So I
fix the channels, which takes a lot of time. Actually, I don't have so much time to waste,
especially right now. I have a lot of work to do. It is springtime and if I don't finish with
sowing I and my family will have a reduced harvest."
The old man and Wadud are listening. Now the old man asks Wadud about his point of
view, and Wadud answers: "I know that I have to cross Wahid's land to reach the well,
but the well belongs to everybody in the village and even if I would agree to go to
another well, I couldn't since the next well is to far away. But my goats need water. And
sometimes in the evening the goats tC<ke the shortcut to the well and they jump above
the channels, but they don't destroy tllem. It may well be that sometimes stones or
lumps of earth are falling into the channels, but my goats for sure don't destroy anything.
The goats are alii have. Only by caring for my goats I can care for my family."
The old man and Wahid are listening. Then the old man says:
"Now I see that both of you have the same strong wish, that is the wellbeing of your
families. Accept this from one another and you will find together a solution."
Saying this, the old man goes back to his house and Wahid and Wadud remain outside
in astonishing silence.
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Read the story above and try to find out the positions, interests and needs of Wahid and

""'P. -fr,-6.~.,~Q~
~~n~~~f\~

Wadud!

4,~f}.lj_~~1-.'1r.

,l}. . ."'

Can you finish the story?

::

PIN is a method of analyzing a conflict situation. PIN is especially useful for stakeholders
involved in negotiations (i.e. tndividual·s, groups, parties) .
With the help of PIN, involved persons can become aware of their own positions,
interests and needs. They can then decide how much of their need can or should be
disclosed to others .
This kind of analysis is very useful also for other people involved, because it wi·ll enable
them to determine similar interests, and hence possibilities for compromises .
Think of a conflict situation you witnessed during your field visits! Identify the conflict
parties, and try to determine the position, interests and needs for each of the parties!

Do you also find similarities in their positions, interests and needs? If so, do you see
possibilities for reaching a consensus?
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SESSION 12
INTROD CTION TO fVIEDIATIC)N
Participants

Provincial Coordinators, Local Youth Coo rdinators
c

To apply the concept of mediation (n order to build improved and
peaceful relationship an?ong the two sides of conflict

Aim
- --

·- - - - ---

r---

.

Objectives

At the end of this session , participants wi II be able to
• Describe basic assumptions of th e mediation concept
• Discuss character skills of a good mediator
• Discover the prerequisites to gain trust before medi ation
process starts

Tir ne available

1 hour 50 mins

Materials

Flipchart 12.1, 12.2, 12.3

Trainer I
Evaluation
Notes

Use this space to write down your experience about whBt wal-ked
well, what did not work well in this sessio n.

I

~

I
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9.5. Strategies for Coping \Vith Stress
In the course of time everybody develops his own strategies to cope with stress. It' s
really worth while to know about one's ovvn stress-coping strategies, and to be prepared
to apply thern in case of need.

Here are some suggestions for coping strategies:

Read a Good Book

Re-Direct Attention on Positive Issues

Discuss these suggestions! Nlake a list ofyour own strategies!
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SESSION '0
··1

Participant:>

~im
I Objectives

Conflict Analys1s Tools
Conflict Mapping
---·---

To apply Conflict Tool (Mapping) for analyzing conflicts.

At the end of this session, p;.>rticipants will be able to
• Describe conflict mapping
• Use conflict mapping as a way of i~nalyzing conflict
• Use conflict mapping as a way of finding possible strategies for a
solution to the conflict

-rrme

1 hour 50 mins

Available
'--'c- · - - Materials

Flipcharts, handout 10.1

Trainer I
Evaluation
Notes

···-

Provincial Coordinators, Local Youth Coordinators, Local Youth Council
Members

--

Use this space to write down your experience about what worked well, whi::it did
not work well in this session.

i

I

I

I

i
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Stage

1

2

Method
Presentatio
n

Interaction
T-WC

Lecturette

T-WC

);-

Session Guide & Content
The trainer announces the learning
objectives of H-•s session_

·-

;... The trainer explains:
" There C~re different tools for analyzing conflicts.
We will discuss two of these; cc'"lflict meoping,
and positions, interests and needs (PINs)"

Expected Output

Materials
None

I Objectives

Time

5

provided
Participants have
been introduced to
the tool 'con•!ict
mapping'.

Handout
10.1

20

1Flipchart
Board

40

The trainer presents a conf:ict map on
flipchart and explains:
"Conflict mapping is a tool for analyzing
conflicts. Conflict maps visualize relationships
amongst conflict parties and they depict also
conflict issues. A conflict map supports your
effort to understand conflicts and to find possible
ways out."
).>

I

Grps
).>

The trainer distributes h2rrl out 10.1
(Conflict Map) to participants in groups and
asks them to analyse the relationships.

Feedback as a class
The trainer explains:
"Choose a specific s;•. 1atio'1 in a particular
moment and try to dm'N conflict maps from
different poinc.> of view (differer:t conflict parties).
Place yourself in the map, if you are a part of the
conflict"
).-

Group Work

3

T-WC

Grps

'
·-
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The trainer puts the participants in grours to
carry out the grou12 assignment:
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I

Participants will
have practiced
conflict mapping.

Markers

Stage

Method

Session Guide & Content

Interaction

Expected Output

Materials

Time

Group Assig'lment:
Think about your own experiences.
Remember a conflict you witnessed and try to
, apply conflict mapping:
1. Think about the conflict issue.
2. Thi'lk about the involved parties and their
power with regard to the issue.
3. Think about the relationship amongst the
involved parties.
4. Which part!es were not involved at that time of
the conflict.
Once you have finished the conflict map, take the
same issue and try a conflict map from another
point of ,,;ew.

The trainer walks around and asks the
participants: Which actions should be undertaken
and by whom? And what kind of effects r7ight
this have on the situation and on the conflict?

I

4

Pres2ntation

Grps-WC
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•!• Once all groups have finished their
Participants have
assignments the trainer invites the
exchanged and
participants to present their group resu!~s.
, discussed different
•!• After every presentation a short question and i conflict issues with
answer session is going to be held.
I the help of the
j conflict ma_2s.
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..

i

Prepared
Flipcharts

25

Stage

5

Method
Discussion

Interaction
WC-T

·:·

Session Guide & Content
The trainer initiates a discussion with the help
of one group example by asking:

Expected Output
Partisipants have
discovered conflict
mapping as a tool
not only for
analyzing conflicts
but also as a
prerequisite to find
solving strategies.

Wnere are the major differences t:etween the two
conflict maps of one and the same issues?
Can you make a statement regarding future
developments of the conflict?
In case you influence one of the conflict parties
or you influ<3nce the environment through a
certain action can yo' 1 make a statement which
kind of effects this may have on the other conflict
party or on the environment?
Can you try to define bystanders and wtsiders
who could be future supporters or dividers?

Materials
Flipcharts,
Board
I Markers

Time

20

I

I
The trainer only facilitates the discussion and
makes notes on the flipchart which remains
visible in the training room.
The trainer collects the participants solving
strategies and notes them as well on flipchart.

6

Summary,
Qs &As

T-WC
WC-T
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The trai"er summarizes the most important
topics of Session 10
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i
, Participants have
re11iewed the most
important topics of
Session 10.

None

5

lO.l.CONFLICT MAPPING

r:·

.... ... ....

...
...
...
...
... ....

..........

....
...
·····
~~o.••·

Party E

Party C

Party D

••••••••

•••••

•••• ••

••• •••

Party F

What can you get out of this?
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Conflict mapping is a tool, which helps to visualize relationships amongst conflict
parties. Conflict mapping visually depicts also conflict issues.
The mapping depicts a dynamic situation; it allows a situational reflection. If the conflict
mapping is done by different conflict parties, each conflict party gets to know about the
other party's points of view.
Below you find a list of symbols, Nhich are used for mapping:
~

Circles indicate parties involved
in a certain situation. The relative
size of the circle indicates the
influence a party exerts w1th
,.......'----------, regard to the issue.

>~

>-

Lines between ~he circles indicate different kin<!S of relationships
Thickness of the lines indicates intensity of relationship
Arrows show the direction of thP. relationship

---o

~··············0

0-l!-0

0
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>-

Good and stable relationship

>-

Very good, stable and closed
relationship

>-

Informal or weak relationship

~

Disturbed relationship

>

Conflict

>-

Very good relationship, both sides

>-

Very good relationship in one
direction
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The symbols used are only suggestions. If you like, you can create and define your own
symbols!

Go back now to the conflict map on the previous page! Can you verify whether
your previous assumptions and interpretations were correct?

This is how yo u n1ap a confli ct situation:

>>>-

~

Choose a particular moment in a specific situation (otherwise the
mapping becomes too complex and is not useful anymore) .

~

Try to do several maps of the same situation , but from different points
of view.

~

If you are a part of the conflict, don't forget to place yourself in the map.

~

VVhil e mapping, ask yourself: what are th e possibilities for resolvi ng the conflict?
Who should do what? And what might be the effects?

What? .
'iVhen?
Point of
viev1?

\
Now think of your own exp eriences! Remember a conflict you witnessed
and try to apply conflict mapping!

Think about:
~ The conflict issues
~ The involved p arties and their p ower with regard to the issue
~ The relationships amongst the involved parties
~ Which parties were not involved .:Jt that time of the conflict.
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SESSION 11
Conflict Analysis Tool
-,-----P_o_sjtions, Interests, and Needs (PINs)

_

Participants

Provincial Coordinators, Local Youth Coordinators, Local Youth Council
Members

Aim

To apply a Conflict Tool (Posizions, Interests, and Needs) for analyzing
conflicts.

-Objectives

At the end of this session, participants will be able to
• Use PIN as a conflict analyzing tool

Time
Available
Materials -Trainer I
Evaluation
Notes

2 hours 10 mins

-----------------------

Fiipch8rJ, handouts 11:1, 11.2
--·-,--:-----:----:---:-:---:---:---:-:---:--1
Use this spa co to write down your experience about what worked well, what did
not work well in this session.
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Stage

Method

Interaction

Session Guide & Content

1

Presentation

T-WC

The trainer annou11ces the learning objectives
'.)f this session.
);- The trainer explains:
" There are different tools for analyzing conflicts
such as conflict mapping and positions, interests
and needs (PINs) Today we will discuss PIN."
);-

:

2

T-WC

Lecturette
&

Questions
&

Answers
I
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Expected
Output
Objectives
p_rovided
Participants have
been introduced
to PIN as a tool of
analyzing
conflicts.

Materials
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None

5

Onion

20

Prepared
Flipchart

I >

The trainer shows an onion and asks the
participants for a short description and
characteristics.
).;.- Then the trainer explains:
"The outer layer symbolizes positions.
0
Positions are point of views you take in front
of other people. Positions you want to push
through.
The layers inside symbolize interests. Interest~
0
are hidden behind the positions, they shov.
what you really want and they describe you
hopes and wishes.
The inner layer of the onion is a symbol for thE
0
needs. Needs are hidden behind the interests.
Needs are necessary for your survival."
);- In addition, the trainer states:
"Whenever you face a CC'nf/ict, try to analyze what
is behind thv visible and public position, which
interests are behind the positions of the conflict
parties and finally which needs are hidden behind
the interests."

Time

'

I

Stage

3

Method
Individual
Reading
&
Group
Work

Interaction

>

).-

)...

Session Guide & Content (Continued)
The trainer distributes hand out 11.1 (Positions,
Interests, Needs) to participants. The trainer
reviews the hand 8Ut together with participants,
invites questions and provides clarificatio ,s.
Next the trainer distributes handout 11.2. (Wah!d
and Wadood Story) to particip2-:ts and asks them·
to read it carefully and silently for 10 minutes and
then share their understanding of the story with
their partl"'ers.
Once all participants have finished reading the
story, the trainer asks the following:

What is the position of Wahid? Wr.qt is the position of
Wadud?
What are the interests of Wahid? What are the
interests of Wadud?
What are the needs of Wahid? What are the needs of
Wadud?
);;>

)...
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The trainer notes the pcsitio!ls, interests and
needs of Wahid and Wadud on flipchart.
The trainer let participants compare them. The
trainer asks the participants whether they can
find similarities as well as differences. The
trainer invites the participants to write down the
end of the story.
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Expected Output
Participants have
jointly tested the
new tool.

Ma t:erials
ha nd out
11. 1
(Po sitions,
lnterests,
Ne eds)

Time

30

Stage

Method

Interaction

Expected
Output

Session Guide & Content
The trainer draws participants' attention to the
identified similarities as a starting point for a possible
resolution.
;... The trainer asks participants how a possible solution
cculd look, which strategy they would prefer and why.
The trainer notes possible solving strategies on flipchart; the
trainer may also continue the flipchart from Session 10.
);-

,

The trainer puts participants in groups to carry out the
assignments on the flipchart

Flipchart

Group Assignments

Read through page 3 of Handout 11. 2.
Now think about a conflict you have witnessed
previously and try to apply the PIN tool!
You may choose another confiict issue, different
from session 10, and apply conflict mapping in order
to clarify the relationship between conflict parties
and their power regarding to the conflict issue.
Then apply PIN for two of the conflict parties.
Identify differences and similarities of these two PIN
analyses.
Try to identify possible resolving strategies with the
help of your analyses.

..
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Materials

Time

Stage

4

5

Method

Interaction

Presentatio
ns&
Discussion

Summary

UN-HABITAT Youth Empowerment Programme
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Session Guide & Content (Continued)

Expected
Output
Once all participants have finished their group
Participants
assignment the trainer asks every group to present their have
results.
exchanged
different case
> After every presentation the trainer giv~s the
possibility for a brief question and answer session.
studies with the
help of PIN.
> After the last presentation the trainer initiates a
plenary discussion by asking:
Participants
What are the advantages, what are the
discovered PIN
disadvantages of
not only as a
PIN?
tool for
Does PJN help you to show possible initial stages
analyzing
for resolving conflicts? Why? How you can use the conflicts but
information once you gained the knowledge about
also as a
interests and needs (:.~conflict parties?
prerequisite to
The trainer notes results of the discussion on flipchart.
find solving
! Note! The trainer also notes inconsistency and
strategies.
differences of opinions on flipchart if they can not
clarified or resolved right now and the trainer keeps
them visible in the training room. The participants have
to see that their doubts and objections are taken
:
seriously!
Before ending the session, the trainer then takes 5
minutes to summarize the most important issues
attended during this session.
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Par-ticipants
have reviewed
this session's
key issues.

Time

Materials

30
Prepared
Flipchart
Flipchart,
Board
Markers

None

5

Stage

Method

Interaction

1

Presentation

T-WC

);.-

2

Q&As

T-WC

The trainer asks:
"What comes to your mind when you hear the
word "Mediation? Or what does the word mean to
you? Can you give us some examples?"

Group
Discussion

Session Guide & Content
The trainer ar.nounces the learning objectives
of this session.

);>

);.-

>
>
>

>

The trainer distributes flashcards to
participants and asks them to work in pairs
and write down the definition of their own.
The trainer collects the flashcards from
participants and hang them on flipchart
The trainer discusses the definitions of pairs
with the whole group
The trainer distributes hand out 12.1. (Basic
Assumptions of the Mediation Concept) to
participants. The trainer reviews the hand out
together with participants, invites questions
and provides clarifications.
The trainer starts a discussion by asking the
following questions:

What do you think are the advantages, what do
you think are the disadvantages of a process which
is self-determined and consensus oriented?
Think of mediations you have witnessed - can you
find again the assumptions mentioned in 12.1.
(Basic Assumptions of the Mediation Concept)or
can you add some more?
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Expected Output

Materials

Objectives
provided

None

Participants will
have defined the
term "Mediation"

Color
flashcards

Time .. ·

5
45

Stage

Method

Session Guide & Content

Interaction

Expected Output

Materials

Time

Participants have
defined
characteristics of a
good mediator.

Handout
12.2. (A
Good
Mediator)

30

Characterize a sustainable agreement and which
role plays the mediator?

Note! The main difference is the mediator is more
a facilitator than somebody who offers solutions;
solutions have to be found by the participating
parties. The trainer emphasizes this aspect and
makes sure that all participants understand this
difference.
3

Discussion

Grp

);>

The trainer distributes handout 12.2. (A Good
Mediator) and asks the participants to break up
in groups and to carry out the group
assignments:

Group Assignment:
In your opinion what are the other
character skills a good mediator
should have?
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Stage

Method

Interaction

4

Discussion

Group
Discussion

Session Guide & Content

Expected Output

Materials

Time

The trainer says:
"Yo•J found a mediator who is in possession of the
good character skills we discussed. The mediator
needs to build trust to make the conflict parties to
have confidence in the mediation process and in
the mediator."

Participants have
worked out how to
build trust for
mediation within
the conflict parties.

Handout
12.3 {The
Prerequisi
tes to gai11
Trust
(before
the
Mediation
Process
Starts).

40

,,,

>The trainer asks:
"What are the prerequisites to gain trust (before the
Mediation Process starts?"
The trainer takes notes of the participant's ideas.
The trainer distributes hand out 12. 3(The
Prerequisites to gain Trust (before the Mediat1on
Process Starts).
The trainer goes through the handout together with
participants and lets them discuss the content of
the hand out.

I
I

5

Summary

Q&A

Before ending the session, the trainer then takes 5
minutes to summarize the most important issues
attended during this session with the participants.

I
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Participants have
reviewed this
session's key
issues.

None

5

12.1 . Basit~ Assumptions of the

l\~1ediation

Concept

Consensus-Oriented

.

.•

Coinm unication T hrough an
Impartial Third Party

Inclusion of all Conflict Parties

-. - ---- - --

IVIedi~:tion

Informal;
Out of Court

Volunta l)'-O p tional

~

~~· ,~.~--S~~el~f~-l~'l1e~te~r~n~~~r~J,a1 t~io~n•:mmmaJ~f
,•.

Discuss the assunzptions made in the above figure.
);;;>
What are the advantages of a process which is self-determined and
consensus oriented? Where are the disadvantages? Can you find exantples
froJn the field which support your argunzent?
Are there similarities between this mediation concept and a contparable
Afghan practice? Where are the differences?
);;;> Could you make a statenzent regarding the sustainability of agree1nents, which
were gained with the support of an impartial third partylnzediator?

>-
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12.2.A Good Mediator

· ~. · Positive· ·

·~· ,·;· lmpait1at

·~ Deta<;4ed

.

>. AcfJ).6wledging feelings ...

Using ne,y1;rall?nguage ,
~: . o~serV!hg' c'ohmi6ri 'i)(>iiJ.ts
~~ · P~tient .. .
. ·
··

.·.?;-:_

> · Encouragii1g

a

~ Not feeling oblige.c~l'to solve problem
Obser:vitig.feelings .·
Observing body language

):>·· .

'>

;t· .Not rushing things"
~- ·Expres~¥gackiiowledgemetit

>" ·:·;Sifu.plifyipg complexity

-
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12.3. Prerequisite to gain Trust
(before the l\t1ediation Process starts)
The conflict parties must have confidence in the mediator. If this major prerequisite isn't
met, the mediation process should not start.
To build trust you need:
~~~-----·
- ~---~~--~--~~~~

Empathy means ~nderst~· riding :afid
getting the thoughts of another persori
This does not mean that you approve
· of these _feelings and thoughts l:?~:.~tyou
c~rT reconstruct ·and coniprehe'ndithem.

·?

>-

En1pathy

No Assessment
&

No

Recrirnination

I>

?

Accept feelings and :thoughts of persons
involve·d instead of valuating them.

Basically, believe the statements of ihe

o~ponents and

try to understand "their truth".

I_

Believe

-------------L_----~~

~-

f -

Take

Oppositio~

J

Seriously
\1\fhat else do you need to buiid
trust?

Instead of arguing try to accept positions,
interests and needs.

r
l - -- - -- -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - J
Please rnake notes here!
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SESSION 13
Practice Mediation
--

Participants

I Provincial Coordinators, Local Youth Coordinators

Aim

To give participants a chance to analyze the stages of
mediation and to practice mediation in a role- play so that
that they can put mediation into practice.

Objectives

By the end of the session participants will be able to:

y

"'r

>

E=xplain possible steps of a mediator
Describe the stages of mediation
Put mediation into practice through a role- play

2 hours
Time available
Flipchart, handout 13.1, 13.2
Materials
Trainer I
Evaluation Notes

Use this space to write down your experience about what
worked well, what did not work well in this session.

I
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Session Guide & Content

Stage

Method

Interaction

1.

Presentation

T-WC

T

2.

Discussion

T-WC

T

Objectives
Provided

None

'

Next the trainer distributes hand out 13.1. (Possible
steps of a mediator) to participants.
The trainer asks participants to look at the
diagrams and in pairs match the descr!otion of the
stage of mediation to the picture.
The participants then match the characterist!cs of
each situation to the stages.
The trainer reviews the hand out 13.2 together with
participants, invites questions and provides
clarification.

Participants will
have considered
the stages of
mediation and
their meaning

Handout
13.1, 13.2

20

>

The trainer asks participants to recall the story of
Wahid and Wadud from the session 11 and to
remember the ending that the group agreed.
> Next the trainer states:
"Now we are going to reconstruct the story with a
mediator, using the stages of mediation and with
reference to bPsic assumption of mediation concept and
prerequisite to gain trust before mediation process
starts"

Participants will
have recalled the
story of Wahid
and VVadud as an
example of
conflict

None

20

The trainer asks participants to form groups of five and
assigns roles: 1 Wahid, 1 Wadud, two mediators and
one observer. The observer is to evaluate how well the
mediators follow the mediation guidelines.
Wahid is side A. Wac1•·d is side B.
Each group now role-plays the conflict of Wahid and

Participants will
have had a
chance to role
play a familiar
conflict with a
mediator

Handout
13.2

40

).;-

WC-T

Elicit

I

I

4.

Practice roleplay

Groups

y

>
>
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Time

The trainer announces the objectives of this
session.

>

3.

Materials

\·

>

P-P

Expected Output
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5

Stage

Interaction

Method
-

I

5.

Grps

Role Play

Grps-WC
I
I

WC-Grps

Session Guide & Content

Wadud
y The mediator(s) follow the guidelines given to best
resolve the dispute.
y The trainer should walk around and make sure every
mediator is doing the prerequisites to gain trust and
follows the mediation process.
y After wards, the observer can give feed back to the
mediator on their mediation skills.
r"
The trainer asks participants to go back to their previous
groups and think of their own conflict situation and
decide amongst themselves who should be the two
sides of their chosen conflict, who will be the mediator
(s)
y Once all the groups have finished their preparation and
practice, ~he trainer asks each group to perfcm their
role play one after another.
y After each grour performs their role play, the trainer
asks for other groups inputs on the mediation.

Expected Output

Materials

Time

Participants will
have had a
chance to role
play a conflict
situation and
practice
mediation

None

40

Participants have
reviewed this
session's key
issues.

None

5

Note! The trainer makes sure that each role play
performa'"lce doesn't take longer than 5 minutes!
6.

Summary

WC-T

UN--HABITAT Youth Empowerment Programme
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Before ending the session, the trainer then takes 5
minutes to elicit a summary of the most important
issues attended during this session from the
participants, and clarified and questions
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Have a look at the figure on page 1! Find out which of the following
descriptions belongs to which stage of mediation!

>

The Mediator is listening to both sides. Both
conflict parties (groups or single persons) are telling the
mediator their points of view, their anger, feelings and

>

There is no direct communication at all between the
conflict parties.

>

Communication without the support of the mediator.

>-

Jointly search for solution for a common problem.

>

Direct and cautious contacts initiates.

>

Direct communication increases, background of the conflict
is getting more and more revealed.

interests.
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The activities and characteristics listed below are part of the mediation
process. Find a stage for every activity and characteristic, and explain
your decision!

>

It is easier to express one's own points of view in front of a neutral,
not involved person.

>
>
>

Negative emotions block communication.
The mediator checks whether the agreement is fulfilled.
Instead of avoiding one another, both parties search jointly for a
common solution.

>

As both conflict parties get to know more about each other, empathy
and understanding is also increasing.

>

The mediator increasingly encourages communication between the
conflict parties.

>
>
>
>

The mediator facilitates first direct and non harmful contact.
Conflict parties insist on their positions.
The mediator motivates both conflict parties to join the mediation.
All ideas for a possible solution have been evaluated, and aspects
most interesting for both parties have been discussed.

>

Interest and needs of both parties have been acknowledged with the
support of the mediator.

>

The first joint meeting is very important; introducing the mediator
must provide confidence.

>

The mediator makes sure that participation in the mediation is a
voluntary process.

>

Through brainstorming all ideas for a possible problem- solution
have been collected and minuted.

>

The mediator is collecting information about the issue. He also asks
uninvolved persons and outside experts.

>
>

Ranking the issues of conflict.
The mediator explains the process of mediation.
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13.2. Possible Stages of a Mediation Process
Every mediation pro
of a mediation prn,~.:.-...'

n be different. The tree below shows possible stages
)

10. Achieving a Settlement

9. Assessing Options

5. Mediation Session -Establishing
Ground Rules

1. Establishing Relationship with
Conflict Parties
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SESSION 14
UNITY
Participants

Provincial Coordinators, Local Youth Coordinators, Local Council
Members

Aim

To consider the concept of unity and how it relates to the youth
community in Afghanistan

Objectives

At the end of this session, participants will be able to
•
•

Define the concept of unity
Analyse the best ways of achieving unity through a negotiation
consensus exercise

Time available

1 hour 50

Materials

Flipchart, 14.1, 14.2

Trainer I
Evaluation
Notes

Use this space to write down your experience about what worked
well, what did not work well in this session.
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Stage

Method

Interaction

1

Competition

Ps- T

Session Guide & Content
).-

y
y

Trair.er says " Now we are going to play a
game called 'Win a Square'
Trainer divides class into 2 teams
Trainer draws a grid on the board like this:
p

c

T

s
v

CM

M

p

R

Expected Output

Materials

Time

Participants will
have revised some
key words
associated with
conflict resolution
and mediation

None

10

Objectives
provided

None

5

Participants will
have considered
the meaning of
unity

Handout
14.1

10

y

2

Presentation

3

Elicit

T-WC

r-------·

T-WC
WC-T

Trainer gives each team a chance in turn to
choose a letter and guess the word. If they
correctly guess, they win that square. The
team with the most squares at the end wins.
P= peace T= trust, M= mediator, CM= conflict
mapping P= PIN= position, interests, needs, S=
stress R= resolution V= violence C= consensus
y The trainer announces the learning objectives
of this session.

y

Trainer gives handout 14.1 to participants;
citation from the Holy Qur'an concerning unity.
y Trainer asks participants to read and consider
what is meant by this.
y Traher invites discl!ssion on citation.
-
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I

Stage

Method

Interaction

4

Reading

p

Session Guide & Content
).-

,.
\

y

5

Discussion

Grps

y

y

6

Pyramid
discussion

T-WC

p

P-P
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The trainer distributes the story of the bundle
of sticks, handout 14.2, to participants
Participants read the story and discuss the
significance of its meaning
Trainer elicits any comments about the story
and its meaning from participants
The trainer tells participants " Now that you
have discussed a citation from the Holy Qur'an
plus read a traditional story about unity, now try
to write a definition"
Trainer gives participants a few minutes to
think about the meaning of unity and then
elicits ideas on the concept from the
participants.

y

Now the trainer says " Now you have
considered the concept of unity, you will think
about the best ways of achieving unity in
Afghanistan. We will do this through a process
of negotiation and consensus"
\,.
The trainer then follows these steps carefully:
1.The trainer asks participants to individually
brainstorm the best ways to achieve unity in
Afghanistan (e.g. ensuring that there is equal
treatment of all ethnic groups in Afghanistan). They
should think of at least 5 things.
2. The trainer puts participants into pairs. They
have to compare lists and agree on the 5 best
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Expected Output

Materials

Time

Participants will
have read the story
and considered the
association of unity
with this story

Handout
14.2

15

Participants will
have defined the
word 'unity'

None

15

Participants will
have discussed
ways of achieving
unity in Afghanistan
and achieved
consensus on the
five best ways
through
negotiation.

None

45

Stage

Method

Grps (4/5)

Grps (large)

we
P-WC

7.

Summary

Session Guide & Content

Interaction

P-WC

ways, agreeing on the 5 best things.
3. The trainer puts participants into groups of 4 or
5 and together they must compare lists and agree
on the 5 best ways.
4. The trainer puts participants into large groups
and the large groups must agree on the 5 best
ways together.
5. The trainer puts the whole class as one group.
Together they must agree on the 5 best ways.
6. One member of the group presents the final
agreed list of the best ways to achieve unity in
Afghanistan.
~

y
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Expected Output

The trainer asks a volunteer to summarise
wh2t was learned from this session.
The trainer clarifies any questions at this point
and closes the workshop.
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Materials

Time

I
I

Participants will
have summarized
the session content

None

5

14.1 Citation from the Holy Qur'an

JWI ;.o.JY-" dQ;.o)~

k.J ~iiJ I~ l_,cjl..i:i;/y•J_,....JJ .&I~IJ

Obey the god and his messenger and do not fight among yourselves as your power
will decrease.

wl~l ;.o.JY-"

•26 ;.o)-:; .~_,.:..1 0:!-! I_,.,..L\.9 o_,.:..l u_,i..:}JIWI
The Momens (Islam believers) are all brothers, so make peace among your
brothers.(26 part, Al Hujarat sura)

~I

y--o ~ Y-":1 0-> J .~I f' Y- y _fi 0-> ~_fi ~ .&I ~ ~..UI y _fi LJ-o ~_fi 0->_;.. l.F ~ 0->
.y.b .&IY-":1

u\.S L.. ~I uJC..) .&IJ .o_?.'JIJ ~..UI..) .&1 o_)..... LJ....... _)..... 0->J .o_?.'JIJ ~..UI..)

( 6;.l=JI ).~1 UJC..)

For one who takes away any hardship from a Momen, in exchange God will take
away some of his hardships at Doomsday. If someone provides facility for some
needy people the high God will make all his difficulties easy in this world and
another. The high God is in support of anyone who tries to help
His brother. (Hadith, quotation from the messenger)

14.2 A Bundle of Sticks

Two young brothers were always arguing. One day their father called them
together. "Bring me a bundle of sticks tied with twine," said the father.
The boys gathered the bundle of sticks. The father asked the older son to break
it in half.
The older son tried, but he could not even bend the bundle. So the father
handed it to the younger son. He could not bend it either.
The father untied the bundle and handed each boy a single stick. The brothers
broke them easily.
"Do you see?" said the father. "Stop arguing and keep together like brothers.
Then no one can hurt you, for you will be too strong. But if you quarrel and are
divided like these sticks, then anyone can break you with ease."
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SESSION 15
TRAINING EVALUATION, AND WRAP-UP
Participants

YEP Local Youth Coordinators

Aims

To review the workshop, action plan and evaluate the workshop in order to find
out about the training efficiency and effectiveness

Objectives

At the end of this session, participants will have :
~ Reviewed the content of the training through the form of a quiz.
~ Designed an action plan for their first module as Local Youth Coordinator/Council member
~ Evaluated the training workshop

Time
available
Materials

2 hours 15 mins

Trainer I
Evaluation
Notes

Action plan 15.1, 15.2, evaluation materials men 15.3, women 15.4
Use this space to write down your experience about what worked well, what did
not work well in this session.
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Stage
--

Interaction

Method

Session Guide & Content

1.

Presentation

T-WC

Trainer introduces objectives of this session

2.

Discussion

Grps

Trainer gives participants a few minutes to finish
preparing the quiz they will give the rest of the
class as a revision exercise.

3.

Quiz

Grps-WC

Trainer allocates groups to present the 'review
quiz' one by one to the rest of the group.

4.

Action Plan

Grps

y

,.
h

y
).-

5.

Evaluation

p

,.'·
).-

6

Wrap- up, final
questions

T-WC
WC-T

,.
\

).-
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Trainer tells participants they must now plan for
the activities following the end of Module One.
Trainer elicits the activities: election of the LYC
official positions, roles definition between Youth
&CDC
Trainer puts participants into groups and they
complete their action plans on empty grid
When they have finished, cistribute 15.1 to
compare and check.
Trainer distributes individual evaluation forms
to participants for them to fill out.
The trainer ensures that participants are filling
out the forms honestly and anonymously

The trainer praises the participants for their
hard work and their contributions and asks if
there is anything else they are not sure about.
The trainer wishes participants all the best and
closes the workshop.
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Expected Output

Participants will be
aware of session
objectives
Participants will
have prepared the
quiz, ready to
present it.
Participants will
have reviewed the
course in a fun &
competitive manner
Participants will
have planned and
allocated deadlines
and personnel to
Youth council
activities

Materials

Time

None

5

None

20

Quiz
questions,
sweets as
prizes?!
Handout
15.1
Action
Plan

45

Participants will
have e'ialuated the
course

Evaluation
forms
15.3/4

25

Participants will
have had the
chance to answer
any last minute
queries.

None

10

30

15.1 Blank Action Plan following Module One
No

Activity

Date

Time needed

Logistics and planning

1.

--

~-~---

--

2

--

-

-----------------·----------·-------~

3

4
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Personnel involved

15.2 Action Plan following Module One

No

Activity

Date

1.

Local Youth Council
Meeting with
elections of
management
positions

April 12th

Time needed

Logistics and planning

•
•
•
•
•

2

3

·-

4

Regular official
meetings with Local
Youth Council
Members

Monthly

Results of official
meeting presented to
CDCs

Monthly,
following
LYC
meeting

-,

.

.

Meet1ngs at cluster
level plus learning
encounters

- - - - - - - · - - -------

Monthly,
or
following
each
module

UN-HABITAT Youth Empowerment Programme
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
-- -------

Set date for LYC meeting
Set agenda
Inform all LYC members of time and venue
Bring equipment (ballot box, ballot sheet,
registration form, paper, pens
Minutes to be taken and distributed to all
LYC members, L YC, PC & CDC
Set date for L YC meeting
Inform all L YC members of time and venue
Set agenda
Minutes to be taken and distributed to all
LYC members, LYC, PC & CDC
Set date for CDC meeting
Inform all LYC members of time and venue
Set agenda
Minutes to be taken and distributed to all
LYC members, L YC, PC & CDC

Personnel involved
1

All L YC members, Local
Youth Coordinator,
Provincial Co-ordinator

Local Youth Council
Members

I
Local Youth Council
Members
CDC, PCs, L YCs

--·--- ------

I

•
•
•
•

Set date
Prepare all relevant material
Inform all of time and venue

Cluster members
LYC members

J
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15.3. TRAINING EVALUATION SHEET [FOR MEN]

How do you feel about this training in general?

How do you find other participants' relationship
with you?

How do you feel about yourself?
--------

-------------

·------------------~--,---------=..c..__-----=----------,

' What I learned most in the course is:

What I still need to learn more of is:

What I will have difficulty applying is:

What I disliked about the course is:

What might make the training more
effective is:

If I were asked by a close friend how I saw

UN-HABITAT Youth Empowerment Programme
Module One Youth and Local Governance
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this course, I would say:

15.4. TRAINING EVALUATION SHEET (FOR WOMEN!

How do you feel about this training in general?

How do you find other participants' relationship
with you?

How do you feel about yourself?

~-

~-

-~

~--~~------~~~~~--~~---~----~,-~--~~----------------,

What I learned most in the cour·se is:

What l still need to learn more of is:

What l will have difficulty applying is:

What I disliked about the course is:

What might make the training more
effective is:

If I wer·e asked by a close friend how I saw

UN-HABITAT Youth Empowerment Programme
Module One Youth and Local Governance
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this course, I would say:

Trainer Pre- workshop preparation plan
Before every session, please complete this checklist to make sure you are
ready.
Name of trainer: _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Completed

TASK
1. I have read, understood and
planned for the content of the
session.
2. I have thought about any possible
problems with the session and
planned a solution.
3. I have prepared all handouts for all
parts of the sess1on the day before
the workshop.
4. I have checked the room at least
30 minutes before the workshop, that
it is clean, tidy, and arranged how I
want it.
5. I have checked that there is paper,
flipchart paper, pens, board cleaner
and everything else I need.
I 6. I have arranged break and lunch
times with the logistics and have
planned my session timing
accordingly.

Session: ______________________

!

II

I

Not completed
!

I

I

I

1

I

I

I
1

I
I
I
I
I

i

I

I
I
I

I'

I
I

I
!

I

7. I have a list of participants' names
I and an attendance sheet.
1

I

I

18
I

Anything else?
I

I

UN-HABITAT Youth Empowerment Programme
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I
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I

YEP TRAINER SELF-ASSESSMENT TOOL
1- poor

2- average

3-good

4- very good

5-excellent

Management
1
2

3
4

5
6

2
2
2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4
4
4

5
5
5
5
5
5

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4
4

4

5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5

2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4

5
5
5
5

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

4

1

2
2

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5

Organization of training environment (chairs, cleanliness, etc.)
Organization of equipment and training materials
Motivation and attention level of group
Good time management (not too long, not too short)
Enough time for prayers and recess
Punctuality (training started and closed on time)

Personal Conduct
1
2
3
4

5
6
7

8
9

Positive presence and appearance
Appropriate and clear language
Seems to enjoy training
Responsiveness and friendliness
Use of praise and encouragement
Good active listener
Encouragement of less active participants to participate
Eye contact
Considerate of knowledge and expertise of the trainees

1
1

1
1
1
1

1
1
1

4
4

4

Subject Expertise
1
2

3
4

Deep knowledge of the subject
Practical subject competence
Ability to improvise and change plan when it is not working
Ability to make subject relevant to the experience of trainee

Used Training
Methods
1
2
3
4

5
6
7

8
9
10
11
12
13
14

Introduction of Subject
Use of variety of training materials
Use of practical examples where possible
Visual aids (clear and attractive)
Visual ai::Js (effective use)
Lectures are kept brief and participatory
Frequent group work
Use of questions
Checked for understanding
Encouraged discussions about applicability of training content
Encouraged discussions about empowerment objectives
Reinforcement of key points
Summary of key points at the end
Linked topics into previous and next session

1
1
1
1

?
2
2

4
4
4
4
4
4

4
4

4
4
4
4

4
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